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ABSTRACT
Each year approximately 40,000 reverse total shoulder arthroplasties (RTSA) are
performed in the United States. This value is increasing annually due to the aging
population and increasing indications for the procedure. The most common indication for
RTSA is an irreparable rotator cuff where patients experience severe pain and
pseudoparalysis of the joint. RTSA reverses the ball-and-socket anatomy of the joint by
replacing the glenoid with a spherical component and the humeral head with a cup-like
component. This design allows for the deltoid to replace the function of the rotator cuff.
While this restores function for patients, a major complication with the procedure is
loosening of the glenoid baseplate. There are several factors that can contribute to the
fixation of the glenoid baseplate including design of the baseplate and implantation
method. The objective of this research is to first determine the force required to cause
initial loosening of the glenoid baseplate and the force required to cause ultimate failure of
the baseplate, and secondly, to distinguish trends in the design parameters resulting in
increased fixation in order to optimize baseplate design.
Three different RTSA designs were obtained, with 5 samples of each, and
implanted into osteopenic Sawbone scapulae.

Cyclic and displacement testing was

conducted utilizing the Instron and a Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT).
The Instron was used to apply a load to cause displacement of the baseplate and record the
applied loading, while the LVDT was used to measure and record the micromotion the
implant experiences. Each specimen was set up in the Instron and a load was applied in
the inferior to superior direction until 150 μm of motion occurred for 30 cycles at 1 Hz.
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After initial cyclic displacement testing, the specimen was tested to failure by causing a
displacement of 1cm. Data was collected from the Instron and the LVDT and compiled to
generate load versus displacement for each specimen.
Fixation of the glenoid baseplate is essential to the functionality and longevity of
an RTSA. In order to achieve long-term fixation, bone growth into the glenoid baseplate
is desired. However, if more than 150 μm of motion occurs between the implant and the
bone, ingrowth will not occur to permanently stabilize the baseplate. In this study, the
Exactech implant design demonstrated higher fixation strength for both cyclic
displacement testing and failure testing when compared to the Tornier and DJO designs.
The glenoid baseplate of the Exactech reverse system differs from the Tornier and DJO
baseplates in several design parameters: oval in shape, larger size, greater contacting
surface area, and increased number and adaptability of screw placement. The increased
fixation strength of the Exactech baseplate due to design parameters of the baseplate are
supported in current literature. While these results aid in determining trends for which
design factors lead to increased fixation and further supports current literature, there are
numerous other design parameters and factors that must be considered in future studies. In
conclusion, knowledge of glenoid baseplate design on fixation strength of the device will
assist in further RTSA glenoid baseplate designs and ultimately reduce the rate of loosening
and revision procedures.
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CHAPTER ONE:
GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The shoulder complex is capable of a large range of motion and is the most freely
moving joint in the human body. The rotator cuff provides strength and stability to the
shoulder complex and assists in performing several functional movements of the shoulder
and arm. However, when the rotator cuff is damaged beyond surgical repair resulting in
pain and a loss of functionality, the implantation of a Reverse Total Shoulder Arthroplasty
(RTSA) is typically the final solution. While RTSAs allow many patients to regain
functionality within the shoulder complex, it is associated with a very high complication
rate, with loosening of the glenoid baseplate the top cause for revision procedures. This
thesis examines the fixation strength of the glenoid baseplate within several RTSA systems,
and compares design parameters that affect fixation strength of the baseplate.

1.1 Aims of the Study
This study seeks to determine the fixation strength of the glenoid baseplate component
in three different RTSA systems. Previous studies typically investigate fixation strength
via cyclic or fatigue testing, however, very few studies have quantified the direct shear
force required to cause loosening or failure of the implant. The first aim of this study is to
determine the amount of shear force needed to result in 150 microns of baseplate
micromotion, relative to the glenoid of the scapula. At 150 microns of micromotion,
osseointegration is unable to occur and, consequently, permanent fixation of the baseplate
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will not occur. The second aim of the study is to quantify the amount of shear load
necessary to cause failure of the glenoid component. Finally, this study aims to compare
three different RTSA systems to determine the impact of design parameters on the fixation
strength of each glenoid baseplate.
Previous to this study, prior work was performed using some the same RTSA implant
specimens that are used in this study. The prior work was used to assist in determining the
specifications of the study and served as a validation method of the new testing setup. This
thesis is divided into chapters. It begins with a complete literature review that is; focused
on the anatomy of the shoulder complex, related pathologies, use of RTSAs as a treatment,
and relevant RTSA studies. The thesis then details the materials and methods for the
current study, and the subsequent results and analysis, and then concludes with a
discussion.

1.2 Clinical Significance
This study was developed in partnership with the Steadman Hawkins Clinic of the
Carolinas.

While loosening of the glenoid baseplate is one of the most common

complications associated with RTSA and the top cause for revision procedures, there is
limited literature available comparing baseplate design to fixation strength due to the
relative newness of the RTSA implant systems and recent FDA approval. Each RTSA
system has varying glenoid baseplate designs, such as the number, type, location, and
length of screws, flat or curved back, central screw or peg, and the size of the baseplate.
The objective of this study is to quantify the shear forces required to cause 150 microns of
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motion, or loosening, of 3 different glenoid baseplate designs and the force required for
failure of these implants.
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CHAPTER TWO:
SHOULDER ANATOMY AND PATHOLOGY

The glenohumeral joint, more commonly referred to as the shoulder joint, is the
most freely moving joint in the human body. However, while the shoulder is capable of a
large range of motion, this is due to the instability of the joint. There are three bones that
provide support to the shoulder, and it is both stabilized and strengthened by the
surrounding ligaments and musculature, such as the rotator cuff. The glenohumeral joint
is the main anatomical focus of this research, and the rotator cuff is responsible for the
functionality and movement associated with this joint.

This chapter will provide a

background of the shoulder anatomy as well as any relevant and associated pathologies.

2.1 Glenohumeral Joint Anatomy
The shoulder complex is comprised of three bones: the clavicle, humerus, and
scapula, as seen in Figure 1. The clavicle acts as the single connection between the axial
trunk and the pectoral girdle via the sternoclavicular joint and the acromioclavicular joint
(Terry & Chopp, 2000). The clavicle functions as a site for various muscle attachments,
provides protection of neurovascular features, and assists in stabilizing the shoulder by
preventing any displacement in both the medial and inferior directions (Terry & Chopp,
2000). The humerus is the largest bone in the upper extremity, and its proximal end
includes a hemispherical head that contacts the glenoid cavity of the scapula in order to
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Figure 1. Bones of the shoulder complex (Terry & Chopp,
2000)
form the glenohumeral joint (McKinley & O’Loughlin, 2012). The proximal end of the
humerus also features the greater and lesser tuberosities that contain the four insertion sites
for each of the muscles of the rotator cuff (Terry & Chopp, 2000). The scapula is a broad,
thin, triangular bone that forms the commonly known “shoulder blade” (McKinley &
O’Loughlin, 2012). The scapula has two prominent processes, the acromion and the
coracoid process. The acromion is the larger process, is located posteriorly, functions as a
lever arm for various musculature (Terry & Chopp, 2000), and articulates with the clavicle
at the acromioclavicular joint. The coracoid process is located anteriorly on the scapula
and acts as a point of origin for several ligaments and muscles (Terry & Chopp, 2000). The
glenoid fossa is on the lateral face of the scapula between the acromion and coracoid
process. The glenoid fossa, or cavity, forms a socket that articulates with the humeral head
forming the glenohumeral joint. However, the articulating surface of the glenoid cavity is
only approximately thirty percent of the available articulating surface area of the humeral
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head, (Terry & Chopp, 2000), seen in Figure 2; this contributes little stability for the joint
but permits a great range of motion.

Figure 2. Comparison of the glenoid articulating surface to the
humeral head articulating surface (Terry & Chopp, 2000)
The glenohumeral joint is a synovial joint that includes several major features,
including an articular capsule, labrum, and several surrounding ligaments, pictured in
Figure 3. The articular capsule encloses the joint space and secretes synovial fluid in order
to lubricate the joint (Carmichael & Hart, 1985). The glenoid labrum is a fibrocartilaginous
tissue that encircles the glenoid cavity and acts as a seal between the glenoid fossa and the
humeral head. The labrum serves as an additional surface for articulation with the humeral
head, therefore increasing stability of the joint (Carmichael & Hart, 1985). The major
ligaments associated with the glenohumeral joint are the: coracoacromial, coracohumeral,
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glenohumeral, and transverse humeral ligaments; which all aid in supporting the joint
(McKinley & O’Loughlin, 2012).

Figure 3. Features of the glenohumeral joint (Terry & Chopp,
2000)

2.2 Rotator Cuff Anatomy
The rotator cuff is composed of four different muscles, the supraspinatus,
infraspinatus, teres minor, and subscapularis, illustrated below in Figure 4. These four
muscles work collaboratively to compress and center the humeral head into the glenoid
cavity to maintain the center of rotation, and provide a majority of the joint’s strength and
stability (Budoff, 2005; McKinley & O’Loughlin, 2012; Pandey & Jaap Willems, 2015).
Each of the four muscles surround the joint, excluding the inferior section, and integrate
with the articular capsule in order to serve as a dynamic stabilizer and guiding mechanism
for the shoulder (McKinley & O’Loughlin, 2012; Terry & Chopp, 2000). Each of the
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muscles in the rotator cuff originate at the scapula and fuse together prior to inserting at
the greater tuberosity, or the lesser tuberosity for the subscapularis (Budoff, 2005).

Figure 4. Muscles of the rotator cuff (PulpBits)
The rotator cuff muscles each assist in performing specific movements of the
glenohumeral joint: the supraspinatus is activated by abduction of the arm, the infraspinatus
and teres minor serve to adduct and rotate the arm laterally, and the subscapularis rotates
the arm medially (McKinley & O’Loughlin, 2012). Since the scapula is the origin for the
rotator cuff, it is vital that the scapula is stabilized in order to allow for efficient rotator
cuff motion and harmonized scapulothoracic motion (Budoff, 2005).

The major

scapulothoracic stabilizers include the serratus anterior, rhomboids, and trapezius (Budoff,
2005). The rotator cuff cable, or the cable of Burkhart, provides a great deal of strength
and protection to the rotator cuff. The rotator cuff cable is a dense grouping of fibers that
stretch between the insertion points of the supraspinatus and infraspinatus tendons, pictured
in Figure 5 (Budoff, 2005; Burkhart et al., 2010). Burkhart et al. described the function of
the rotator cuff cable as the shoulder’s “suspension bridge” because the cable allows for
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stress shielding of the rotator crescent, which is the distal section of the rotator cuff
surrounded by the rotator cuff cable (Budoff, 2005; Burkhart et al, 2010). The rotator cuff
cable is over two and a half times thicker than the rotator crescent, runs perpendicular to
the fibers in the rotator cuff, and is a continuation of the coracohumeral ligament, all of
which allows for adequate stress transfer from the rotator crescent (Burkhart et al, 2010;
Schmidt et al, 2015).

Figure 5. Superior and posterior views of the rotator cable
and the rotator crescent (Burkhart et al, 2010)

2.3 Rotator Cuff Pathology
There are several pathologies that can affect the shoulder leading to surgical
treatment, including arthritis of the glenohumeral joint and rotator cuff disease. However,
severe rotator cuff deterioration is the most prominent cause for the implantation of a
reverse total shoulder. Therefore, this section will mainly focus on the pathology of rotator
cuff disease that leads to degeneration and eventual tearing of the rotator cuff.
Rotator cuff disease is a progressive disease and is believed to have several
mechanisms of action, both intrinsic and extrinsic (Budoff, 2005; Seitz et al., 2010).
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Extrinsic mechanisms are considered to be factors that cause compression or shearing of
the rotator cuff tendons within the subacromial space, also termed “subacromial
impingement” (Seitz et al., 2010). A majority of extrinsic factors can be attributed to a
patient’s anatomical and biomechanical functionality, and the importance of these factors
is related with the amount of shoulder use. For example, a number of variations exists
within the shoulder complex that can predispose a patient to rotator cuff disease, such as
subacromial spacing, the acromion shape, angle, or tilt, and any changes that may affect
the coracoacromial ligament or acromioclavicular joint (Seitz et al., 2010). Any diversity
in anatomy that impacts the biomechanical function of the shoulder complex, by placing
excessive compression on the rotator cuff tendons, can eventually cause progression of the
disease. This can be indicated by a variety of elements, including the formation of spurs,
alterations in the kinematics of the scapula or the humeral head, or dysfunction of the
muscles of the rotator cuff (Seitz et al., 2010).
Alternatively, intrinsic mechanisms relate to the degradation of the tendon itself
where the loading ultimately surpasses the tendon’s capability to adapt and heal
responsively (Seitz et al., 2010). Tendon degradation is thought to be the primary role in
the pathology of rotator cuff disease because a majority of pathological changes in the
rotator cuff have been found on the internal articular side, instead of the external side that
can experience compression via the acromion (Budoff, 2005). The deterioration of the
rotator cuff tendons follows a similar pathology to other tendons, and is known as
tendinosis or histologically termed angiofibroblastic hyperplasia (Budoff, 2005).

In

normal, healthy tendons, collagen fibers are highly organized in compacted bundles and
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oriented along the tendon’s longitudinal axis, with no supporting vasculature and very few
fibroblasts present, shown in Figure 6A.

However, studies have demonstrated that

angiofibroblastic hyperplasia tendons have several distinguishing features, illustrated in
Figure 6B: disrupted and disorganized collagen, a substantial amount of active and
hypertrophic fibroblasts, and vascular hyperplasia (Budoff, 2005; Leadbetter, 1992).
These tissue alterations are consistent with tendinosis and can lead to degradation of the
tendon and are a main contributor to rotator cuff disease.

Figure 6. A) Image of normal tendon showing highly organized collagen fibers B)
Image of a tendon demonstrating characteristic features of tendinosis (Budoff,
2005)
There are several key factors that play a role in tendon degeneration: aging, poor
vascular support, histological alterations, and genetics (Seitz et al., 2010). There are a
number of effects from aging, that compromise tendon health and functionality. A
biomechanical study conducted by Woo et al. determined that aged tendons demonstrate a
reduction in the toe region in a stress-strain curve, as well as a decline in elasticity and
tensile strength (Seitz et al., 2010; Woo et al., 2000). Along with a loss in biomechanical
function, it has been observed that age contributes to a compositional change in the tendon
with decrease in glycosaminoglycans and proteoglycans, a large portion of the collagen is
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now disorganized and of type II and III, and the tendon is weaker than younger tendons
with a majority of type I collagen (Seitz et al., 2010; Riley et al., 1994; Kumagai et al.,
1994). The lack of vascularity within the tendon affects the healing capabilities in the case
of injury to the tissue. Studies have shown that a majority of tendon deterioration, and
subsequent tearing, occurs within the rotator crescent where there is poor vascularization
(Budoff, 2005; Rothman, 1965). Without adequate vascular support, the tissue cannot
regenerate itself properly; therefore, the resulting tissue post-injury lacks the same
mechanical properties as the original tissue.
An additional intrinsic factor that heavily influences tendon health and function is
the composition of the tendon that results in the tendon’s mechanical properties. While
aging alone can alter the structure and arrangement of collagen, proteins, and cell types
within the tendons, excessive stress can induce damage that can similarly transform the
tendon composition and cause disorganization of the matrix (Seitz et al., 2010). Once
damage has occurred and mechanical demands on the tissue surpass its capabilities,
degeneration and breakdown of the tendon is expected. A study conducted by Harvie et
al. also determined genetics as another intrinsic factor to rotator cuff disease, due to the
“polymorphism of collagen genes” similarly found in the degeneration associated with the
Achilles’ tendon (Seitz et al., 2010; Harvie et al., 2004).
While both the extrinsic and intrinsic aspects contribute to the degradation of the
tendon tissue, this deterioration eventually leads to tearing of the rotator cuff. This process
typically begins in the supraspinatus or infraspinatus as a partial tear that develops into a
full thickness tear (Jarrett & Schmidt, 2011; Schmidt et al., 2015). The size of the tear has
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a large impact on the biomechanics of the shoulder complex. For example, a tear that
includes both the supraspinatus and infraspinatus has been shown to cause a serious
alteration in the kinematics of the humeral head (Oh et al., 2011; Schmidt et al., 2015).
Similarly, the size of the tear correlates with the progression of the tear. According to
Schmidt et al., a small tear only involving one of the tendons is more likely to remain as
such, while a larger tear of at least two tendons is more likely to continue to degrade and
progress into an irreparable tear over an extended period of time. This progression of the
tear is simply due to the increased load placed on the remaining rotator cuff as it attempts
to maintain the force balance of the shoulder, example in Figure 7 below (Jarrett &
Schmidt, 2011). The intact portion of the rotator cuff quickly becomes overloaded and
begins to suffer losses in mechanical properties, leading to damage and eventual
advancement of the tear, which ultimately continues the devastating sequence and leads to
further tearing of the rotator cuff until it is fully separated and considered irreparable
(Jarrett & Schmidt, 2011; Perry et al., 2009).

Figure 7. MRI of tear progression in a 45 year old man A) Image of a
small asymptomatic tear B) Enlargement of the tear over a period of 1
year (Schmidt et al., 2011)
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2.4 Treatment Options
The initial course of treatment for rotator cuff disease is generally conservative,
regardless of the severity of the tear or deterioration of the rotator cuff. Conservative
treatment consists of a combination or series of “nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs,
analgesics, physical therapy, activity modification, and corticosteroid injections” (Uggen
& Dines, 2005). Once these options have been exhausted and the patient fails to respond
to these treatments, surgical intervention is typically required.
There are several main options for surgical treatment including arthroscopic repair,
acromioplasty, reconstruction, or a reverse total shoulder arthroplasty. The patient’s
activity and lifestyle, age, and medical conditions are all considered when determining the
proper surgical intervention for the patient (Uggen & Dines, 2005). Arthroscopic repair of
the rotator cuff has been relatively successful for smaller sized tears, less than four
centimeters (Schmidt et al., 2015). In order to repair the rotator cuff, sutures and suture
anchors are used in order to secure the soft tissues in their original locations and promote
healing. There are a variety of methods to secure the rotator cuff tissue such as, single row,
double row, and bridging methods, and each provide a different level of security and
fixation. These methods of repair can be used for larger tears, but typically result in a high
failure rate (Schmidt et al., 2015).
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Figure 8. Arthroscopic view of suture bridging-method for repair of
rotator cuff (Left) Torn rotator cuff (Middle) Schematic of suture
bridging technique (Right) Completed suture bridge (Schmidt et al.,
2015)
Acromioplasty can be beneficial for certain patients depending upon the anatomical
features of their acromion, such as the shape and size. In this procedure, the acromion can
be reshaped, or a small piece may be removed, in order to allow for better performance of
the rotator cuff and to prevent further compression and damage to the tendons.
Acromioplasty is typically coupled with an additional surgical treatment, such as
arthroscopic repair or reconstruction (Schmidt et al., 2015).
Reconstruction is an alternative to arthroscopic repair that attempts to duplicate and
regenerate the previous native tissue at the tendon-bone interface, instead of simply pulling
the torn tissue back in place via suture anchors (Schmidt et al., 2015). There are several
methods that are available that function to stimulate new tissue growth and development.
Traditionally, a concoction of platelet-rich plasma, stem cells, growth factors and scaffolds
are delivered at the desired site of repair (Schmidt et al., 2015). Alternatively, “marrowstimulating techniques” have become more popular as a method of regeneration due to the
simple procedure with limited associated costs (Schmidt et al., 2015). It requires fine holes
to be drilled into the greater tuberosity of the humerus in order to release stem cells,
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cytokines, and growth factors from the bone marrow into the repair site in order to trigger
and support tissue regeneration (Schmidt et al., 2015).
A final surgical treatment available for rotator cuff disease is the implantation of a
reverse total shoulder arthroplasty. This treatment is typical to perform on patients that
have either failed with a previous surgical treatment, have a massive irreparable tear, or
that are experiencing painful pseudoparalysis (Jarrett & Schmidt, 2011; Schmidt et al.,
2015). This procedure is also suitable for patients that have arthritis within the
glenohumeral joint. After this procedure, most patients are relieved of the pain and
pseudoparalysis and are capable of forward elevation of the arm, providing a much better
quality of life for the patient (Schmidt et al., 2015).
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CHAPTER THREE:
REVERSE TOTAL SHOULDER ARTHROPLASTY

3.1 Overview of Reverse Total Shoulder Arthroplasty
The reverse total shoulder arthroplasty, or RTSA, is becoming increasingly popular
and is considered the more predictable and reliable treatment option for patients with
irreparable rotator cuff tears and severe rotator cuff disease (Jarrett & Schmidt, 2011). The
reverse total shoulder arthroplasty was first introduced by Grammont in 1987, it was first
initially used in the United States in 1998 as a custom prosthesis, and it was eventually
approved for use by the United States Food and Drug Administration in 2004 (Cheung et
al., 2011; Wierks et al., 2009).
This procedure aims to re-stabilize the shoulder complex and allows the arm to be
positioned and moved by the deltoid muscle, instead of the damaged and no longer
functional rotator cuff. An RTSA accomplishes this by reversing the traditional ball-andsocket anatomy found in the shoulder complex; the humeral head is replaced with an
articulating cup and the glenoid cavity is replaced with a spherical component. The
humeral cup is attached to a larger humeral component, typically a stem that is inserted
into the proximal humerus. The spherical component, or glenosphere, is attached via a
glenoid baseplate that is fixed into the glenoid cavity of the scapula. This configuration
allows the humeral cup to articulate with the glenosphere using the deltoid muscle and
alleviates stress placed on the rotator cuff when moving or raising the arm.
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3.1.1 Modifications of Shoulder Function in Reverse Total Shoulder Arthroplasty
In order to improve reverse total shoulder designs, there must be a comprehensive
understanding of motion and muscle function before and after reverse total shoulder
arthroplasty. The two main factors that contribute to a muscle’s capability to move the
shoulder is the moment arm of the muscle and the “force-generating capacity” of the
muscle (Walker et al., 2015). Grammont’s original reverse shoulder prosthesis was a
semiconstrained design that was based on two different biomechanical advantages
(Zumstein et al., 2011). First, this design functions to lower the humerus and, second, to
move the center of rotation to a more medial location on the glenoid component (Zumstein
et al., 2011). The design and positioning of the glenoid component has a major effect on
the shift of the center of rotation and can cause several mechanical consequences (Ackland
et al., 2015).
First, when the humerus is placed in a lowered position, it results in the humeral
cup covering less than half of the area the glenosphere (Ackland et al., 2015). This allows
for an increase in the deltoid muscle tension, therefore increasing deltoid functional
strength and force-generating capacity (Ackland et al., 2015; Zumstein et al., 2011).
However, if the deltoid is over-tensioned, it can lead to fracture of the acromion (Ackland
et al., 2015).
The second function of the reverse design relates to when the center of rotation is
medialized, there is an increase in muscle fiber recruitment for the deltoid; this generates
greater forces and a larger range of motion for the shoulder, illustrated in Figure 9 below
(Ackland et al., 2015). However, if a reverse design has a center of rotation that is more
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lateralized, it can result in increased torque and shear force at the glenoid baseplate
(Ackland et al., 2015).

Figure 9. Illustration of the effects on the deltoid moment arm and lever
arm with a medial shift in the center of rotation (Gardner, 2012)
These alterations in the biomechanics of the shoulder complex allow for variations
in the tension of the deltoid muscle, therefore affecting the deltoid functional strength and
leverage, and the torque experienced at the glenoid baseplate, which affects the rate and
probability of loosening (Zumstein et al., 2011). Overall, the reverse total shoulder
prosthesis design functions to translate shear forces into compressive forces in order to
generate a rotational moment to allow the deltoid to elevate the arm, instead of the rotator
cuff (Cheung et al., 2011).
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3.2 Reverse Total Shoulder Arthroplasty Surgical Procedure
There are several main components involved in an RTSA: a humeral stem, humeral
adapter tray or spacer, humeral liner, glenoid baseplate, and the glenosphere. A humeral
stem is inserted into the proximal shaft of the humerus and functions to support, stabilize,
and align the humeral adapter tray or spacer and the liner as it interacts with the
glenosphere. In some prostheses designs, the humeral stem is comprised of a stem
component and a metaphysis component. The adapter tray, or spacer, provides a location
for the humeral liner, which serves as the articulating component for the humerus in an
RTSA. The glenoid baseplate is attached to the scapula in the glenoid cavity and serves as
a base and a support for the glenosphere. The glenosphere is a half-spherical component
that provides a rounded articulating surface and interface for the humeral cup. These are
relatively large components, seen in Figure 10, that require open surgery and reaming of
soft tissues and bone to induce proper fit for the implants.

Figure 10. Example of DePuy Reverse Total Shoulder
prosthesis components (Wierks et al., 2009)
Prior to surgery, imaging modalities, such as x-ray, CT, or MRI, are used to
examine the joint, to approximate implant sizes and ideal positioning of the prosthesis, and
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the quality of the bone is inspected (Tornier). For the invasive surgery, the patient is
positioned in a supine beach-chair position with the affected arm hanging free (Frankle et
al., 2005). There are two surgical approaches that can be used for this procedure. The first
approach is the deltopectoral approach where the incision begins anterior of the
deltopectoral, near the tip of the coracoid process, it proceeds over the deltopectoral
groove, and ends towards the insertion point of the deltoid (Exactech. Tornier. IMAGES
FROM TORNIER). Alternatively, the superolateral approach involves an incision at the
acromioclavicular joint and continues near the anterior acromion (Tornier). Each method
has its advantages and it is ultimately dependent on the surgeon’s preference on which
access point is more ideal for the procedure.
Once the shoulder complex has been opened and the muscles and nerves have
been retracted, the replacement procedure begins with the humeral head. First, any
osteophytes are removed from the humeral head and neck, and once the site is prepared
the humeral head resected. Once removed, the metaphysis and diaphysis of the humerus
are reamed to accommodate for the humeral stem and humeral adapter/spacer. After the
shaft of the humerus has been reamed, trial humeral components are inserted to verify the
position and size of the prosthesis to be used. A protective covering is inserted into the
reamed metaphysis of the humerus while the glenoid cavity is exposed and prepared.
Once the glenoid is exposed, osteophytes are removed to adequately reveal the glenoid
anatomy and allow for proper positioning of the glenoid components (Exactech, Tornier).
After the glenoid has been debrided, a central hole is drilled into the cavity. The central
hole allows for proper alignment while the glenoid is reamed to a flat and smooth surface.
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It is crucial during this process to attempt to leave as much native bone as possible to
allow for strong fixation (Tornier). Following the preparation of the glenoid cavity, the
glenoid baseplate is positioned using the central hole that was previously created and the
baseplate is applied. The glenoid baseplate is typically fixed using several screws; the
number and types of screws are dependent on the design the prosthesis. After the glenoid
baseplate is secured via screws, the glenosphere is positioned and secured on to the
baseplate.
Once the assembly of the glenoid construct is completed, the protective covering
from the humerus is removed to continue the humeral side of the replacement. A
humeral spacer and liner are chosen that match and articulate well with the size of the
selected glenosphere. After each of the chosen humeral components is sized and trialed,
the final implantation of the humeral assembly can begin. The humeral stem is
implanted, positioned, and fixed in the prepared humeral canal, followed by the humeral
adapter/spacer, and finally the humeral liner is added to complete the construct. Once the
components are in place, adduction, abduction, and rotational tests will be completed to
ensure proper mechanics and function of the RTSA (Tornier). The incision is closed and
any separated muscles are reattached, depending on the surgical approach, once the
function of the implant is validated.
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3.3 Reverse Total Shoulder Design Comparisons
For this study, three different reverse total shoulder designs were tested and
compared. This section serves to review the main relative components and design of each
DJO, Exactech, and Tornier prosthesis.

3.3.1 DJO Reverse Shoulder Prosthesis (RSP)
The DJO RSP was the original reverse design to achieve lateralization of the center
of rotation (DJO Global). Similarly, it is well known for its enhanced fixation capabilities
and adaptability for more patient specific anatomy. The RSP prosthesis is comprised of
four different components, shown assembled in Figure 11: the humeral stem, humeral
socket, glenoid head, and glenoid baseplate.

Figure 11. Image of assembled DJO Reverse
Shoulder Prosthesis (DJO Global)
The glenoid head, or glenosphere, is attached to the glenoid baseplate via a Reverse
Morse taper and is available in a variety of sizes and offsets in order to better match patient
specific anatomy, seen in Figure 12 (DJO Global).
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Figure 12. Image of the DJO RSP glenoid head (left) and image of available sizing
and offset options when attached to the glenoid baseplate (right) (DJO Global)
The glenoid baseplate features a central 6.5 mm lag cancellous bone screw in addition to
four peripheral screws, which can be either 5.0 mm locking or 3.5 mm non-locking cortical
bone screws (DJO Global). The four peripheral screws provide resistance to both shear
and torsional forces the baseplate may be exposed to and assists in providing 2000 N of
compression between the baseplate and the bone interface (DJO Global). The baseplate
also features a “hydroxyapatite coating plasma sprayed over 3DMatrix porous coating” to
enhance osseointegration into the implant (DJO Global). These features collaboratively
aim to allow for ideal initial and eventual permanent fixation of the baseplate, pictured in
Figure 13 below, into the glenoid.
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Figure 13. Image of DJO RSP glenoid baseplate with
central screw and four peripheral locking screws (DJO
Global)
During this study, five specimens of this design were obtained. The glenoid head,
or glenosphere, used was 36 millimeters in size with a neutral offset, the material was a
combination of CoCrMo and Ti6Al4V, and featured a retaining screw. The glenoid
baseplate was 26 millimeters in diameter, had a central screw length of 30 millimeters, and
was coated in hydroxyapatite. The four peripheral 5.0 millimeter locking bone screws used
for the baseplate were 30 millimeters in length and were composed of Ti6Al4V.

3.3.2 Exactech Equinoxe Reverse System
The Equinoxe Reverse System by Exactech specializes in minimizing scapular
notching, improving fixation of the glenoid component by achieving a strong initial
fixation and limiting torque on the glenoid, and contains a unique option for a bone graft
(Exactech). The Equinoxe system contains five different components, illustrated below in
Figure 14: humeral stem, humeral adapter tray, humeral liner, glenosphere, and glenoid
baseplate.
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Figure 14. Image of assembled Equinoxe Reverse System (Exactech)
The Equinoxe reverse system has a unique glenoid baseplate with several features
designed to enhance the implant’s fixation into the glenoid. The glenoid baseplate, see
Figure 15 below, contains a bone cage and six peripheral screw holes that allow for 30
degrees of variability for ideal compression screw placement, even for a patient with poor
bone quality (Exactech). The compression screws can be locked into place via caps and
inserted at different angles in order to best suit the patient’s anatomy and bone health. The
bone cage on the baseplate supports the placement of a bone graft inside the cage in order
to improve osseointegration into the implant for long term fixation (Exactech). The glenoid
baseplate also features a curved back, which allows for the conversion of shear forces into
compressive, stabilizing forces (Exactech).
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Figure 15. Image of Exactech Equinoxe Reverse System Glenoid
baseplate (left) and front view of the glenoid baseplate with variety of
screw placement options (right) (Exactech)
The Equinoxe glenosphere, shown in Figure 16, is a larger diameter, ranging
between 38 to 46 millimeters, which results in a more medial center of rotation, therefore
reducing the torque experienced by the glenoid baseplate (Exactech). Similarly, the larger
diameter of the glenosphere allows for a larger range of motion, increases stability of the
implant, and reduces the risk of scapular notching (Exactech).

Figure 16. Image of Equinoxe glenosphere attached to the
glenoid baseplate (Exactech)
During this study, five Equinoxe specimens were obtained. The glenoid baseplate
contained the caged central peg and was made of Ti6Al4V. The glenosphere diameter
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used was 38 millimeters and the material was CoCr. The compression screws and
locking caps for the baseplate were 4.5 by 18 millimeters and a Ti6Al4V material.

3.3.3 Tornier Aequalis Reversed Shoulder Prosthesis
The Aequalis Reversed Shoulder Prosthesis from Tornier, shown in Figure 17, was
designed based on two different principles: First, from Grammont, a medialized center of
rotation, and secondly, a 155 degree inclination angle (Tornier). The Aequalis combines
these two aspects in order to increase the lever arm of the deltoid and provide stability for
the prosthesis (Tornier).

The Aequalis prosthesis is comprised of four different

components: the metaphysis and humeral stem, lateralized polyethylene insert, glenoid
sphere, and the glenoid baseplate. The system also has an optional lateralized spacer for
patients with bone defects, in order to offer increased flexibility to adapt the prosthesis to
better fit the needs of patients.
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Figure 17. Image of fully assembled Tornier
Aequalis Reversed Shoulder Prosthesis (Tornier)
The baseplate for the Aequalis prosthesis is a 29 millimeter diameter press-fit
design with a 15 millimeter central peg and four peripheral screws (Tornier). The design
of the baseplate allows for 4.5 millimeter locking screws to be placed at a variety of angles,
up to 30 degrees, providing additional surgeon flexibility for screw placement; or may be
used with 4.5 millimeter compression screws (Tornier). The glenoid baseplate component
is pictured below in Figure 18.
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Figure 18. Image of Tornier Aequalis glenoid
baseplate from the side (left) and lateral view (right)
(Tornier)
The glenoid sphere for the Tornier Aequalis comes in two different diameters, 36 and 42
millimeter, and has a morse taper lock as well as a recessed set screw, in order to provide
a secure attachment to the baseplate, seen below in Figure 19.

Figure 19. Image of Tornier Aequalis
glenoid sphere (Tornier)
For this study, the glenoid baseplate used was 29 millimeters in diameter with a
cementless, 15 millimeter central peg. The glenoid sphere was centered on the baseplate
with a diameter of 36 millimeters.
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3.4 Complications
While the reverse total shoulder arthroplasty is frequently used for a variety of
pathologies and other shoulder issues, it is associated with a high rate of reported
complications ranging from fourteen to seventy-five percent of procedures (Cheung et al.,
2011; Russo et al., 2015; Wierks et al., 2009). The excessive complication rates can be
attributed to and explained by several factors. First, the biomechanical concept behind the
RTSA is to transfer loading to the deltoid muscles during arm movements, such as
abduction and elevation of the arm (Farshad & Gerber, 2010). In order to achieve adequate
deltoid muscle recruitment, the position of the center of rotation is altered, which results in
biomechanical changes in the joint space that was previously discussed; this has the
potential to cause a number of complications, particularly with varying anatomy between
individuals (Farshad & Gerber, 2010).
Surgeon experience and the learning curve of the procedure are also relevant factors
in the complication rates (Russo et al., 2015; Wierks et al., 2009). Due to the complex
procedure and potential intraoperative and technical issues, various studies have suggested
that complication rates for RTSA are higher for surgeons that are less experienced with the
procedure (Wierks et al., 2009). Similarly, the complication rate for revision RTSAs is
much higher than primary arthroplasties (Zumstein et al., 2011). Complications associated
with RTSAs can occur at a variety of times and are classified as either intraoperative,
postoperative, or late (Russo et al., 2015; Zumstein et al., 2011).
The most common complications with RTSA are: scapular notching, glenoid
baseplate loosening, hematoma, infection, dislocation, neurological dysfunction,
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periprosthetic fractures, and acromial fracture (Cheung et al., 2011; Farshad & Gerber,
2010; Russo et al., 2015; Zumstein et al., 2011). This section will focus on the most
prevalent complications that have demonstrated to lead to baseplate loosening or failure:
scapular notching and loosening of the glenoid baseplate.

3.4.1 Scapular Notching
Scapular notching is one of the most common complications associated with
reverse total shoulder arthroplasties. In studies conducted by Cheung et al., Farshad and
Gerber, Russo et al., and Zumstein et al. scapular notching was one of the most frequent
complications observed with RTSA. Notching describes the apparent wear or resorption
of the lateral pillar of the scapula on radiographic imaging, and is typically located medial
to the inferior portion of the glenoid baseplate (Farshad & Gerber, 2010). Scapular
notching severity is classified using methods described by either Nérot or Sirveaux et al.
Both systems use a similar approach to categorize the level and severity of scapular
notching, shown below in Figure 20. The first level is no visible scapular damage on
radiographic imaging, and continues to the fourth level where resorption and the resulting
defect has extended behind the baseplate, to the central screw in some cases, and can lead
to loosening of the baseplate component (Cheung et al., 2011; Farshad & Gerber, 2010).
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Figure 20. Radiograph demonstrating scapular notching in a patient 1 year
post implantation (left) and illustration of scapular notching classification
(right) (Cheung et al., 2011)
Scapular notching is caused by the impingement of the humeral component or
humeral bone on the lateral inferior scapular neck (Cheung et al., 2011). Debris from the
articulating surface of the humeral component may accumulate over time and consequently
lead to osteolysis, which can advance the notching of the inferior scapula (Cheung et al.,
2011). Scapular notching may lead to loosening of the implant, instability, or pain;
however, its subsequent complications and effects are still undetermined (Cheung et al.,
2011; Farshad & Gerber, 2010). There are several main factors that can contribute to the
prevalence of scapular notching:

superior positioning of the glenoid baseplate, a

medialized center of rotation, which is determined by the position and size of the
glenosphere, and the length of time the prosthesis has been implanted (Cheung et al., 2011;
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Farshad & Gerber, 2010). In an attempt to reduce the rate of scapular notching, many
RTSA prosthesis designs have been altered to increase the range of motion without
impingement, and proper selection of implant size is crucial to the procedure (Cheung et
al., 2011).

3.4.2 Glenoid Baseplate Loosening
Glenoid baseplate loosening is the most common complication with the baseplate
component and has been reported as the primary cause for revision, radiographic example
shown below in Figure 21 (Farshad & Gerber, 2010). Both the design of the prosthesis
and the surgical implantation technique are key factors for baseplate complications
(Cheung et al., 2011).
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Figure 21. Radiographic image of glenoid baseplate loosening six months after
RTSA procedure, radiolucency is noted at the inferior screw (single arrow) and
at the central peg (double arrow) (Farshad & Gerber, 2010)
Many of the early RTSA designs led to poor fixation of the glenoid baseplate and
increased lever arms within the joint, causing high complication and failure rates (Cheung
et al., 2011). This initiated design changes to the early RTSA prostheses. The lack of
osseointegration into the baseplate was associated with a high rate of failure, which
suggested that bone ingrowth is imperative for acquiring long term fixation (Cheung et al.,
2011). Therefore, to address the issue of inadequate baseplate fixation, several design
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changes occurred to RTSA prostheses, such as: hydroxyapatite coatings on the baseplate,
the addition of locking screws, the addition of a central screw, and determining the ideal
location and placement of the baseplate (Cheung et al., 2011; Zumstein et al., 2011).
Hydroxyapatite coatings, the use of locking screws, and the conversion to a central screw
have demonstrated a decrease in the risk of loosening, limited micromotion of the baseplate
below the accepted 150 micron limit, and improved compression of the baseplate onto the
glenoid (Cheung et al., 2011; Zumstein et al., 2011). Studies have suggested that the
placement of the baseplate is optimized with a slight inferior tilt (Cheung et al., 2011;
Farshad & Gerber, 2010).
The surgical technique utilized to implant the prosthesis is a critical factor for the
risk of loosening. According to Farshad and Gerber, the superolateral approach results in
a higher risk for glenoid component loosening due to the superior tilt of the baseplate
associated with this surgical approach (Farshad & Gerber, 2010). Preoperative planning
and assessment is also crucial to achieve strong initial fixation (Farshad & Gerber, 2010;
Zumstein et al., 2011). It is important to place the glenoid component in to healthy bone
stock and to accurately place the inferior screw, optimally in healthy bone stock; therefore
preoperative planning can assist in determining the optimal location and placement of the
glenoid baseplate to reduce the risk of loosening (Farshad & Gerber, 2010; Zumstein et al.,
2011).
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CHAPTER FOUR:
LITERATURE REVIEW

4.1 Preliminary Study
Initial stability testing was conducted by Marionneaux on the RTSA specimens
prior to this study to determine if motion and forces associated with rehabilitation are
significant enough to cause baseplate loosening. This preliminary study was used to assist
in determining test specifications for this study and set the protocol for the preparation of
the specimens, discussed in the next chapter.
During the initial stability testing, the implants were subjected to cyclic fatigue
testing. An image of the testing set up can be seen below in Figure 22. Each specimen
was secured into a specimen holder in the Instron in the superior to inferior direction. The
LVDT was secured to the superior of the specimens, utilizing a metal cross bar between
the acromion and the coracoid process, in order to measure the micromotion of the glenoid
baseplate relative to the scapula. The humeral component of each implant design was
potted in a cylindrical holder. The humeral component was then attached to the Instron
and placed in contact with the glenosphere at a 45 degree angle. A compressive load, 222.5
N, was applied onto the glenosphere utilizing the humeral component. Each specimen
underwent 1000 cycles of a 40 degree range of motion, with one cycle considered starting
at 45 degrees, raising to 65 degrees, lowering down to 25 degrees, and returning to the
initial 45 degree position.
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Figure 22. Image of initial stability testing set up for cyclic fatigue testing
After each specimen was tested, hysteresis graphs were constructed for each
specimen comparing the angle of the humeral component versus the baseplate
micromotion. For example, Figure 23 displays the first 10 cycles in orange and the last 10
cycles in purple for the hysteresis graph of a Tornier specimen 1.
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Figure 23. Graph of Tornier Implant 1 angle of humeral component versus
micromotion for the first 10 cycles of testing (orange) and the last 10 cycles of
testing (purple)
For each specimen, the average micromotion was calculated for the first 10 cycles of
testing and the average micromotion was calculated for the last 10 cycles of testing. The
two values were compared to determine the amount of micromotion that occurred during
the cyclic testing. Table 1 below displays the calculated averages for the first 10 and last
10 cycles of testing and the comparison between the two sets for the Tornier specimens.
The remaining graphical and calculated data can be found in Appendix A.
T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

AVG

Average Difference (μm)
in cycles 2-11

10.10

16.38

43.92

26.29

7.91

20.92

Average Difference (μm)
in cycles 991-1000

13.58

17.64

42.42

27.91

9.85

22.28

Comparison (μm)

3.48

1.26

1.5

1.62

1.94

1.36

Table 1. Displays the average micromotion calculated for each of the Tornier implants
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The average difference between the initial 10 cycles and the last 10 cycles of testing
did not exceed 40 microns for any of the specimens. The DJO specimens displayed
micromotion within the target range of 30 to 50 microns, however, the Exactech and
Tornier specimens were below the threshold of the target range. This result drove the
decision that the combined loading and the cyclic testing specifications mimicking the
rehabilitation period was inadequate to generate enough force to cause significant
loosening of 150 microns of the implant. This conclusion aided in determining the
specifications and testing set up for this current study, in order to apply the worst case
situation of direct shear force to the specimens, to result in 150 microns of baseplate
micromotion and failure of the baseplate.

4.2 Baseplate Design and Fixation Strength Testing in Literature
The following studies are focused on examining the fixation strength of glenoid
baseplates and the effects of varying design parameters on the fixation strength. The
studies by Chebli et al., Stroud et al., Roche et al., and Kenter et al. all determine certain
trends in baseplate designs that result in increased initial fixation. However, future work
in this area should be completed to investigate the effects of specific design inputs on
fixation strength in order to further optimize the baseplate design for RTSA systems.
In a fixation study by Chebli et al., Delta RTSA implant design was tested by
applying a shear force to the implant using the humeral component potted at a 50 degree
angle, to prevent the humeral component from contacting the material the glenoid
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component was fixed into (Chebli et al., 2008). The shear loading was applied in a
collinear direction with the 2 locking screws and applied in a collinear direction with the 2
nonlocking screws. Chebli et al. conducted several tests in order to examine the effects of
material density, screw purchase into the material, and the direction of loading in relation
to the position of locking and nonlocking screws. The results of the study demonstrated
that material density, individual screw purchase into the bone, and the direction of loading
with respect to the locking and nonlocking screws have a significant effect on the fixation
strength of the glenoid baseplate.
The study conducted by Chebli et al. demonstrated that screw engagement into the
bone during surgery is a critical factor to the overall fixation strength of the glenoid
component. Similarly, due to the complex geometry of the scapula, particularly when
distorted from disease or pathologies, it is crucial to achieve precise and accurate alignment
during implantation to allow for each screw to have ideal fixation into the bone (Chebli et
al., 2008). Overall, this study determined that screw position into healthy, good quality
bone and purchase are key factors for the initial fixation of a glenoid component, and that
the inferior screw is the most critical, because it counters the loads applied from the
humeral component on the inferior portion of the glenoid component (Chebli et al., 2008).
Stroud et al. produced a study in 2013 investigating the quantification of baseplate
fixation with respect to the design of the baseplate. In the study, six different RTSA designs
were tested in both high and low density materials, in order to replicate optimal and poor
bone quality, and each specimen underwent a pre-cyclic displacement test, cyclic testing,
and a post-cyclic displacement test. The displacement tests were performed along the
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inferior to superior and anterior to posterior directions, and the cyclic testing was
performed using the humeral component in a 55 degree range of motion for 10,000 cycles
at 0.5 Hz with an axial load of 750 N.
The results of the study by Stroud et al. demonstrated significantly higher amounts
of displacement during the pre- and post-cyclic testing displacement tests for the poor
quality bone substitute, and significant differences in fixation before and after the cyclic
testing for the RTSA designs. These results suggest that the design parameters such as,
baseplate profile, size, geometry, screw options and screw positioning, of the glenoid
baseplate and glenosphere affects the fixation strength (Stroud et al., 2013). Stroud et al.
was able to identify several design trends in relation with fixation strength from the results.
For example, the implant design with the least number of screws, 2, experienced the highest
number of catastrophic failures in the low density material; therefore, Stroud et al.
concluded that 2 screws does not provide adequate fixation for certain clinical scenarios
that involve less than ideal bone quality. Similarly, Stroud et al. noted that while no
difference could be determined between flat-backed and curved-back baseplates, it was
distinguished that the baseplates with the greatest surface area were associated with the
least amount of micromotion before and after cyclic testing in both the low and high density
materials. The results from the work completed by Stroud et al. provide several general
trends of baseplate design and increased fixation but also provides opportunities to
investigate how other design parameters of the baseplate affect fixation.
In a similar study in 2014, Roche et al. compared the fixation strength of RTSA
baseplates that varied only in shape, size, and geometry in order to determine the optimal
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design for fixation. The study was performed similarly to the previous study by Stroud et
al. in 2013, where each design was tested in low and high density materials to simulate
poor and optimal bone quality, and displacement tests were applied both before and after
cyclic testing for 10,000 cycles.
The results produced from this study observed that circular baseplates were
associated with significantly higher displacements after cyclic loading was applied than
oval baseplates in both the inferior/superior and anterior/posterior directions (Roche et al.,
2014). Similarly, oval baseplates demonstrated superior fixation when compared to
circular baseplates, however, no difference was detected between flat-backed and curvedback baseplates (Roche et al., 2014). These results generated by Roche et al. suggest that
the shape and size of the glenoid baseplate have a greater influence on the fixation strength
than the backside geometry of the baseplates.
Another study conducted by Kenter et al. examined the relationship between the
designs of the glenoid baseplates, cement techniques, and fixation strength of the glenoid
baseplate utilizing direct shear testing, similar to the method presented in this work. While
none of the reverse designs discussed in this thesis are fixed with cement, the methodology
and results of the work completed by Kenter et al. is relevant due to the similar testing
procedure. In the study by Kenter et al., direct shear forces were applied to the glenoid
baseplate using a metal plate that contacted the side of the baseplate. The shear force was
applied at a rate of 0.2 millimeter per second and was applied in either the inferior to
superior direction or the posterior to anterior direction (Kenter et al., 1998). The work
completed by Kenter et al. is pertinent because it is one of the few studies that examines
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fixation strength of glenoid baseplates utilizing a direct shear force onto the baseplate to
replicate the worst possible scenario of loading, similar to the methods utilized for this
study. Results from Kenter et al. demonstrate that a textured backside required higher shear
forces than smooth backside geometries, and significantly higher shear loads were
produced for glenoid baseplates with a peg design than a keel design. Additionally, Kenter
et al. also concluded that the shear forces produced in the study were likely dependent on
the contacting surface area for the cement and glenoid component. This is a similar result
noted in the Stroud et al. study in 2013, where increased baseplate surface area resulted in
less micromotion at the bone-baseplate interface.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
MATERIALS
The following chapter describes the materials used for this research and how each
was prepared or set up, including: the reverse total shoulder prostheses, implantation and
preparation of the specimens, usage of a unique micromotion displacement gauge, and the
mechanical testing set up.

5.1 Reverse Total Shoulder Prostheses
For this study, three different models of reverse total shoulder implants were
obtained from DJO, Tornier, and Exactech. Five samples of each design were used for the
designs that was discussed in a previous chapter.
REVERSE
SHOULDER
DESIGN
MANUFACTURER
GLENOSPHERE

BASEPLATE
FEATURES

RSP

EQUINOXE

AEQUALIS

DJO
36 mm diameter
Neutral offset

Exactech

Tornier
36 mm diameter
Centered

Circular
26 mm diameter
Central bone screw 6.5 mm diameter, 30
mm length
4 Peripheral screws –
5.0 mm diameter
Hydroxyapatite coating
Flat backed

38 mm diameter
Oval
33.8 mm height, 25.4 mm
width
Central bone cage
6 Locations for peripheral
screws with 30 degree
variability – 4 4.5 mm
diameter compression
screws
Curved back

IMAGE

Table 2. Summary of RTSA baseplate designs
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Circular
29 mm diameter with
Central peg – 15 mm
4 Peripheral screws – 4.5
mm diameter with 30
degree variability
Flat backed

5.2 Specimen Preparation
The specimens used in this study were prepared during the prior study, discussed
in the previous chapter, and were prepared according to the following protocol. For this
study, each of the fifteen reverse total shoulder prostheses were implanted into #3413-2
Sawbone scapulae. The Sawbones were custom made, produced, and ordered from
Sawbones Worldwide.

The scapulae were large, left, fourth generation composite

sawbones with a 12pcf solid foam core, pictured in Figure 24 below. The scapulae were
specifically designed to mimic osteopenic bone in order to represent the typical bone
quality of a majority of patients receiving a reverse total shoulder arthroplasty.

A

B

C

Figure 24. Image of Sawbone scapula A) Anterior view B) Lateral
view C) Posterior view
Each of the reverse total shoulder prostheses was implanted into a scapula by one
of the clinical collaborators at the Steadman Hawkins Clinic of the Carolinas at the
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Greenville Health System, Dr. Stefan Tolan. Each of the designs was implanted in
accordance with the surgical procedure.
After each of the prostheses was implanted into a Sawbone scapula, x-ray images
were taken of each specimen. An image was taken in both the anterior to posterior view
and the superior to inferior view of each specimen, illustrated in Figure 25.

Figure 25. Radiographic images of the Exactech design specimen #1 in the
anterior to posterior view (left) and in the superior to inferior view (right)
Once each specimen was radiographed, the images were used in conjunction with
a MATLAB program in order to calculate the implantation angles of each specimen in
three different planes: superior/inferior, anterior/posterior, and the version of the glenoid
baseplate. The values for each of the angles was recorded for each specimen, averaged,
and compared between each specimen using a t-test. No significant difference was found
in any of the three alignment parameters between the specimens, as shown in Figure 26.
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However, any variation in alignment within the specimens was considered during data
analysis to evaluate any possible effects on the results.
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Figure 26. Quantification of the implantation angles via MATLAB
program in the specimen from the anterior to posterior view (left)
and in the superior to inferior view (right)

Figure 27. Graph of implantation angle data for each specimen and
the overall average values for each angle
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The final step in preparing the specimens was to pot each of the scapulae into a
metal frame. Each specimen was potted in a metal 5” by 2” framing block using an epoxy
with the implant facing upwards out of the block. An example of the prepared specimens
in shown below in Figure 28.

Figure 28. Images of a prepared specimen from the anterior to
posterior view (left) and the inferior to superior view (right)
Three of the specimens were damaged during the preliminary study and required
re-implantation into new scapulae. These specimens were DJO #4, DJO #5, and Tornier
#1. Each of these samples underwent the same preparation process after re-implantation.

5.3 Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT)
The linear variable differential transformer, or LVDT, was utilized in this study in
order to measure the amount of micromotion between the scapula and the glenoid
baseplate. The motion detected by the LVDT is converted into a voltage and processed by
a LabView program in order to convert the voltage into displacement.
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5.3.1 Components of the LVDT
The LVDT is comprised of several different components: a plunger, a data
acquisition system, and an attachment apparatus.

Data acquisition system

Attachment apparatus
Plunger

Figure 29. Images of the prepared specimen from the anterior to
posterior view (left) and the inferior to superior view (right)
The LVDT is mounted to the specimen via the attachment apparatus, which consists
of a metal bar below the plunger. During testing, each specimen had a similar metal bar
attached to the scapula across the acromion and coracoid process and was secured by
screws though the Sawbone. In order to secure the LVDT to the specimen, the two cross
metal bars were connected using several screws, illustrated below in Figure 30. This set
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up allows for the LVDT to record the motion of the glenoid baseplate relative to the entire
specimen.

Figure 30. The LVDT is connected to the scapula using the metal
cross bar across the acromion and the coracoid process
The tip of the plunger is positioned on the glenosphere at the interface between the
implant and the Sawbone, pictured in Figure 31, and moves in and out as the baseplate
moves relative to the scapula. The movement of the plunger is detected by the data
acquisition system, which functions to record the motion of the plunger as a change in
voltage. The acquired data is then processed using a program created in LabView that
translates the voltage from the data acquisition system into a displacement and produces
both a live feed on the computer as well as an Excel spreadsheet of the recorded time and
displacements.
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Figure 31. The location of the LVDT during testing

5.3.2 Calibration of the LVDT
In order to prepare the LVDT for use in this study, it needed to be correctly
calibrated in order to ensure accurate readings on the scale of microns. To calibrate the
system, the plunger of the LVDT was set up perpendicular to a perfectly flat surface. A
set of gauge blocks were obtained and placed beneath the plunger to cause a known amount
of displacement.

For calibration, the LVDT plunger was displaced in 1 millimeter

increments from 0 to 10 millimeters then subsequently from 10 to 0 millimeters using the
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set of gauge blocks. The corresponding voltage for each displacement was recorded using
the LabView program. The collected data was processed and a calibration curve was
generated by plotting the voltage against the analogous displacement. The equation from
the calibration curve provided the relationship between the voltage and displacement,
which was utilized as an input for the LabView program code in order to calibrate the
LVDT and ensure accurate readings.

Figure 32. Image of the LVDT set up perpendicularly to a flat
surface and the gauge blocks used for calibration purposes
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Figure 33. Calibration curve and relationship between voltage and
displacement for the LVDT

5.4 Testing Set Up
For this study, a materials testing machine (Model 8874, Instron, Norwood MA)
with a 25 kN load cell (Dynacell, Instron, Norwood MA) was used to test the specimens.
The entire test set up is pictured below in Figure 34.
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Figure 34. Image of the full setup used for cyclic displacement testing
and testing to failure
Each specimen was mounted in a holder, with eight points of contact, in order to
immobilize it during testing, pictured in Figure 35 (left). The specimens were placed in
the holder in a downward fashion, meaning the acromion and coracoid process of the
scapula were facing downward and the inferior portion of the glenoid cavity was facing
upwards.

The specimen holder was placed on top of a large Aluminum block,

approximately fourteen inches tall, in order to allow adequate room for the LVDT below
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the specimen, which was attached to the superior scapula via a metal cross bar between the
acromion and coracoid process. The specimen holder was secured to the Aluminum block
using two clamps on opposite corners of the base of the holder, displayed in Figure 35
(right).

Figure 35. Images of the specimen holder containing a specimen (left)
and of the Aluminum blocks and clamp mechanism used to secure the set
up (right)

In order to apply a direct shear force on the glenoid baseplate of each specimen, a
custom threaded rod was designed. As seen in Figure 6, the custom threaded rod interfaces
with a metal plate that attaches to the load cell via two screws, and tapers at the bottom to
an eight millimeter diameter to serve as the point of contact on the specimen. The end of
the rod contacts the glenoid components as close to the bone-implant interface as possible
to apply a shear force in the inferior to superior direction.
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Figure 36. Images of the threaded rod connected to the Dynacell load cell
(left) and the impact location of the threaded rod on the specimens
(right)
To conduct testing, WaveMatrix, a materials testing software (Norwood, MA) was
utilized in order to create the tests that were run during the study. Test 1 applied a cyclic
shear force from the inferior to superior direction for a set distance, in order to generate
150 μm of motion between the glenoid baseplate and the scapula. This test was run at the
programmed displacement for 30 cycles at a frequency of 1 Hz. The displacement of the
rod was slowly increased until the 150 μm of micromotion was achieved. Test 2 applied a
singular direct shear force from the inferior to superior direction for a set distance in order
to cause failure of the implant. Failure was determined to be approximately 1 centimeter
of motion between the baseplate and the scapula. During each of the tests, the WaveMatrix
program recorded the loading and displacement of the rod, and the LVDT recorded the
micromotion between the glenoid baseplate and the scapula.
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CHAPTER SIX:
METHODS
This chapter details the methodology used for this study and include the
aforementioned materials, testing system, and apparatus that were used throughout the
entire study. This study was designed through clinical collaboration and a preliminary
study. The two main goals of this study were to quantify the force needed to generate 150
μm of motion between the glenoid baseplate and the scapula, and to quantify the force
necessary to cause failure of the implant.

6.1 Clinical Involvement
This study was a collaboration between the Steadman Hawkins Clinic of the
Carolinas at the Greenville Health System and the Laboratory of Orthopaedic Design and
Engineering in the Bioengineering department at Clemson University.

The need to

examine the micromotion at the glenoid baseplate and bone interface was introduced by
the Steadman Hawkins Clinic of the Carolinas due to the high rate of loosening of these
implants and the variation in the baseplate designs of these prostheses. The reverse total
shoulder implants were collected from Don Joy Orthopedics, Inc., Tornier, and Exactech.

6.2 Testing Procedure
6.2.1 Specimen Set Up
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Prior to the testing of a specimen, images were taken from the anterior, posterior,
inferior, and superior views. After imaging, the metal bar, spanning across the acromion
and coracoid process, was attached to the scapula to allow for attachment of the LVDT.
Two holes were previously drilled through the acromion and coracoid process, allowing
for two screws to be placed through the bone from the superior to inferior direction. The
two screws attached the metal cross bar and were secured with several bolts on the superior
and inferior portions of the acromion and coracoid process. A level was used to ensure
that the metal cross bar was installed properly on the scapula. After the metal cross bar
was placed on the scapula, the specimen was loaded into the holder and secured for testing.
6.2.2 Cyclic Testing
The first aim of the study is to determine the load required to generate 150 microns
of baseplate motion. In order to determine this, each specimen was subjected to a cyclic
testing procedure, where each test begins at 50 microns of cyclic Instron displacement and
is increased by increments of 50 microns until 150 microns of baseplate micromotion are
recorded.
Once the specimen was prepared, secured, and equipped with the LVDT, the
threaded rod attached to the load cell was lowered until touching the implant causing a
minor compressive load. The LVDT was then turned on to begin recording by naming the
output file. The output of the LVDT was zeroed by entering the offset value into the “Data
Offset” box on the live feed of the LabView program. Due to noise from electrical sources
such as outlets and appliances, there is approximately 2 microns of noise when recording
data with the LVDT.
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After the LVDT is running and properly zeroed, the test method was selected using
WaveMatrix. The cyclic test is comprised of 30 cycles at 1 Hz for a variable amount of
Instron displacement. The initial cyclic test was 50 microns of Instron displacement per
cycle, however, this is programmed as half, or 25 microns, in the WaveMatrix program.
After the displacement for the program was verified, the test is started. During each test,
the time, displacement, and loading of the Instron was recorded and exported to an Excel
file once the test was complete. During the cyclic testing, the live feed for the LVDT was
monitored to estimate the amount of micromotion experienced by the baseplate. After the
cyclic test program was complete, the LVDT continued recording for an additional 10 to
15 seconds in order to collect data to calculate the average of the final baseplate
displacement. Once the LVDT program was stopped, the recorded time and displacements
were exported to an Excel file.
If the baseplate did not experience 150 microns of motion, then the same testing
procedure was repeated again beginning with placing a minimal compressive load onto the
implant and increasing the cyclic Instron displacement by 50 microns by changing the
WaveMatrix method.

This process was continued until 150 microns of baseplate

micromotion was recorded by the LVDT. For each Instron cyclic displacement test run, 2
Excel files were generated, one for the Instron data and another for the LVDT data. Once
150 microns or more of baseplate micromotion was experienced by the baseplate, the cyclic
testing was completed for that specimen.
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6.2.3 Test to Failure
The second aim of the study is to determine the loading required in order to cause
failure of the implant. Failure is classified as 1000 microns of baseplate displacement or
fracture of the scapula.
To conduct testing to failure, the setup of the specimen and the LVDT is identical
to the previous method. The Instron was lowered in order to apply a minimal compression
load to the implant, the LVDT began recording, and the LVDT was then zeroed using the
“Data Offset”. However, the WaveMatrix program was altered from a cyclic method to a
displacement method, and the ramp rate for each test to failure was 0.5 mm/s for -10.0 mm.
Each failure of the implant was recorded via video during testing from beginning to
completion of the program to document the type of failure. After the WaveMatrix program
was complete, the LVDT was stopped 10 to 15 seconds later. Images are then taken of the
specimen post failure test in the setup, due to the possibility of a fragmented scapula due
to fracture.
The LVDT was removed from the scapula, and the specimen holder was loosened
and removed from the Instron. The sample was taken out of the specimen holder and
images were then taken again from the anterior, posterior, superior, and inferior views.
Finally, the metal cross bar was removed from the acromion and coracoid process to
complete testing for the specimen.
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6.3 Data Processing
For each Instron displacement tested during the cyclic tests and each test to failure,
two Excel files were generated: one for the LVDT data and one for the Instron displacement
and loading data. For each specimen, a workbook for the particular specimen was created
with a worksheet dedicated to each Instron displacement tested and a worksheet for the test
to failure, example shown in Figure 37. In order to process the data for each Instron
displacement tested during the cyclic testing, the following procedure was completed for
each test.

Figure 37. Image of separate worksheets for Instron displacement tests
and test to failure for a specimen
First, the corresponding LVDT Excel file was opened and the baseplate
micromotion data was copied over to the specimen workbook onto the respective Instron
displacement worksheet. An Excel function was created using IF and AND statements to
determine the 30 maximum micromotion values and the 30 minimum micromotion values
for the displacement test. In a table alongside the copied LVDT data, the average of the
30 maximum micromotion values was calculated beneath “Average Max”. Similarly, the
“Average Min” was also calculated for the minimum baseplate micromotion per cycle
within the table. Then the “Average Micromotion” was calculated by subtracting the
average minimum micromotion from the average maximum micromotion to determine the
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average baseplate micromotion per cycle. Finally, the resulting “Plastic Deformation”
from the cyclic testing was calculated by averaging the remainder of the collected data after
the last minimum. An example of the processed LVDT data is pictured below in Figure
38.

Figure 38. Image of the LVDT data and summary table within the 150
um worksheet for DJO specimen 3
After processing the baseplate micromotion data from the LVDT, the respective
file from the Instron was opened. Within the native file, the load is displayed in kN. This
was converted to N before copying the loading data set into the specimen workbook. It
should be noted that a compressive load is displayed as a negative value, therefore, the
maximum compressive loads will be the most negative values. A similar Excel function,
consisting of IF and AND statements was generated in order to find the 30 maximum
compressive loads for the cyclic testing.

Finally, the average was taken of the 30
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maximums in order to determine the “Average Maximum Load” for each Instron
displacement, displayed below in Figure 39.

Figure 39. Image of the Instron loading data and calculated average
maximum loading per cycle for the 150 micron Instron displacement test for
DJO specimen 3

This process was repeated for every Instron displacement test completed, beginning
at 50 microns and continuing until the specimen achieved 150 microns of baseplate
micromotion. Once the data for each cyclic test was processed, the calculated average
values for each test were displayed in a large summary chart within a worksheet in the
workbook, pictured below for DJO specimen 3. It should be noted that if the baseplate
micromotion was too small to decipher from noise, then that cell was left blank.

Figure 40. Image of the summary chart for DJO specimen 3, with all data linked
to the calculated values within the workbook
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For the tests to failure, a separate worksheet was created within the specimen
workbook. First, the micromotion data from the LVDT was copied into the worksheet and
was plotted against time in order to see the deformation profile of the baseplate. Second,
the load data was collected from the Instron file, converted into N, and placed into the
worksheet. The loading data was also plotted against time in order to visualize the loading
profile. Failure was considered 1 cm of baseplate deformation or fracture of the scapula.
The failure point was determined by the sudden decrease in load along with a sudden
increase in micromotion. The maximum values for both the compressive load and
baseplate micromotion were calculated from the collected data and displayed in a table
within the worksheet. The mode of failure and description of the failure was also recorded
for each specimen.
The collected data, from both the cyclic testing and tests to failure, was then
analyzed in order to generate a variety of graphs to compare Instron displacement, load,
and micromotion between the specimens and between implant designs. ANOVA statistical
significance tests were conducted comparing each of the designs with respect to the load
at 150, 100, and 50 microns of baseplate micromotion, Instron displacement to cause 150,
100, and 50 microns of baseplate micromotion, the load at failure, and the amount of
micromotion at failure. The ANOVA test was conducted at a 95% confidence interval.
The results from this analysis will be presented in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER SEVEN:
RESULTS
This study produced results in two different phases: cyclic displacement testing to
achieve 150 microns of baseplate motion and failure of the baseplate. Each specimen was
prepared and subjected to cyclic displacement testing until the 150 micron threshold was
reached. Then each specimen was tested to failure. Comparisons between the performance
of each implant design in terms of implant loading, micromotion, required displacement,
and failure point were made and will be discussed in further detail.

7.1 Cyclic Displacement Testing
For each specimen tested, both the loading profile and baseplate micromotion
profile were generated for each test performed beginning at 50 microns of Instron
displacement. An example of each is provided in Figures 41 and 42 below. It is important
to note that since a compressive load was placed on the implant, the value of the load is
negative when presented in Figure 42.
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Figure 41. Baseplate micromotion profile for Exactech specimen 5 for
300 microns of Instron displacement, generated from the LVDT

Exactech Specimen 5 Loading for 300 Micron
Displacment Test
100

-100

1
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733
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2685
2807
2929

Load (N)

0

-200
-300

-400
-500

Time

Figure 42. Baseplate loading profile for Exactech specimen 5 for 300 microns of
Instron displacement, generated from the Instron load cell

After processing all the data from each displacement test, the processed data was placed
into a large summary table for each specimen. The summary tables was utilized to
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construct several initial graphs in order to compare the loading, baseplate micromotion,
and Instron displacement for each specimen.
First, a simple plot of Instron displacement versus load was created, example in
Figure 43 below. This plot was used to validate that as the Instron displacement was
increased throughout testing, that the corresponding load on the baseplate increased. This
overall positive trend was observed for each of the specimens. The remainder of the
generated graphs are located in Appendix B, C, and D for DJO, Exactech, and Tornier
respectively.

Figure 43. Instron displacement versus load for Exactech specimen 2
Secondly, a plot of load versus baseplate micromotion was generated for each
specimen. The average maximum baseplate micromotion, the average minimum baseplate
micromotion, and resulting plastic deformation were all included on the graph. An
example of the baseplate micromotion graph for Exactech specimen 2 is shown below in
Figure 44. This graph demonstrates the overall increasing motion of the baseplate through
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the progression of the cyclic displacement testing. Each of the specimens conformed to
the general trend of the increasing maximum micromotion as the load is increased.
However, while some specimens experienced a small plateau in micromotion at lighter
loads, some specimens demonstrated a more linear increase in micromotion with respect
to loading. This graph also provides a visual of the plastic deformation that occurred
throughout the testing. A majority of specimens displayed minimal amounts of plastic
deformation for each cyclic displacement test, although, several specimens experienced
increases in plastic deformation as the load increased. The generated graphs for each of
the remaining specimens during the cyclic displacement testing can be found in Appendix
B, C, and D for DJO, Exactech, and Tornier respectively.

Figure 44. Graph of maximum and minimum baseplate micromotion and plastic
deformation of cyclic displacement testing for the Exactech specimen 2
After the data was processed and collected for every specimen for each RTSA
design, the data for each specimen within each implant group was congregated to create
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several graphs to observe at the overall trends for each implant design. First, graphs were
generated to display the load versus the average maximum micromotion for each specimen
and the average for the overall implant. The average loading and micromotion associated
with 50, 100, and 150 microns of baseplate micromotion were plotted on the graph, along
with standard deviations of load and micromotion, seen in Figures 45, 46, and 47 for DJO,
Exactech, and Tornier respectively. These graphs allowed for visualization of specimen
trends, variability within implant design, and overall loading versus micromotion trends
for the specific design. Similarly, the data collected for each specimen can be compared
to the average for the specimen and the average loading required for 50, 100, and 150
micron baseplate micromotion.
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Figure 45. Graph of DJO Maximum micromotion for each DJO specimen,
the overall average load vs. baseplate micromotion curve, and the average
loading for 50, 100, and 150 microns

Figure 46. Graph of Exactech Maximum micromotion for each Exactech
specimen, the overall average load vs. baseplate micromotion curve, and the
average loading for 50, 100, and 150 microns
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Figure 47. Graph of Tornier Maximum micromotion for each Tornier specimen,
the overall average load vs. baseplate micromotion curve, and the average
loading for 50, 100, and 150 microns

Figure 48. Graph of Implant Loading for all of the three implant designs
with Instron displacement versus the resulting load on the implant
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Second, a single graph to compare the average resulting load for each Instron
displacement for each implant design was created, shown above in Figure 48. The average
load was plotted with shading to represent the standard deviation for the loading at each
Instron displacement. This graph allowed for visual comparison of the loading for each
design, as well as the variation between each design. Similarly, this graph demonstrates
and compares the average stiffness and resulting behavior for each design. From Figure
48, it is visible that each implant design behaves very similarly until approximately 600
microns on Instron displacement or approximately 400 N of load. Once 600 microns of
Instron displacement occurred, slight differences can be identified between each of the
implants. Exactech remained the stiffest of each design and was able to withstand higher
loads on average when compared to the other implant designs. The Tornier and DJO
withstood smaller loading on average, however the load standard deviation for Tornier was
very wide, while the load standard deviation for DJO was marginal, particularly after 600
microns of Instron displacement.
Finally, a graph comparing the load for 50, 100, and 150 microns of baseplate
micromotion was plotted for each design all together, along with the standard deviations
of load and micromotion, Figure 49 below. This graph permits comparison between the
three implant designs at three different points during the cyclic testing process. All three
designs required similar loads to achieve 50 microns of baseplate micromotion. However,
the Exactech requires more force than both the Tornier and DJO designs to achieve both
100 and 150 microns of baseplate micromotion. However, a similar trend is displayed in
this Figure as was seen previously in Figure 48 above. The Tornier and DJO designs
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display similar values at 50 and 100 microns of baseplate micromotion, however, Tornier
requires more loading than DJO at 150 microns of baseplate micromotion. While no
statistically different loads are presented, the trends for each design follow and validate
several trends presented in the Implant loading graph, Figure 48.

Figure 49. Graph of the average loads for 50, 100, and 150 microns of baseplate
micromotion for each of the 3 RTSA designs
Each of the generated graphs allows for comparison between each of the specimen and
between the averages for each design for a variety of variables. No statistical significance
was detected using an ANOVA test with 95% confidence for these results. However, the
trends and relevance for each of the results and graphs will be further discussed and
analyzed within the following chapter.
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7.2 Failure Tests
For each specimen, both the loading and micromotion profiles were generated to
see the changes over time during the testing period. Figure 50 displays the micromotion
over time throughout the test to failure, and Figure 51 demonstrates the loading profile
during the test to failure. The specimen was considered failure after 1 centimeter of
baseplate micromotion or fracture of scapula occurred. The point of failure was mainly
identified by a significant drop off in applied loading, signifying fracture of the scapula or
failure of the baseplate.

Figure 50. Graph of the baseplate micromotion over time during test to failure
for Exactech specimen 3
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Figure 51. Graph of the baseplate load over time during test to failure for
Exactech specimen 3
For each implant design, each of the failure points were plotted together along with
the overall average load and average micromotion to failure for the implant design. The
results from the tests to failure can be seen in Figures 52, 53, and 54 for DJO, Exactech,
and Tornier respectively. It should be noted that data for the test to failure of Exactech
specimen 5 was not able to be recorded properly, therefore, only 4 tests to failure will be
analyzed.
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Figure 52. Plot of the failure points for all DJO specimens and overall average
failure point for DJO

Figure 53. Plot of the failure points for all Exactech specimens and overall
average failure point for Exactech
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Figure 54. Plot of the failure points for all Tornier specimens and overall average
failure point for Tornier

The graphs of the all the specimen failure points and average failure point allowed for
visualization of the variability between specimens. The Exactech specimens resulted in
the least amount of variability regarding the amount of micromotion to failure, while both
Tornier and DJO produced a wide range of micromotion values. Additionally, Tornier
displayed the least amount of variability in the load required for failure.
Next, the results from each implant design were plotted all together in order to make
direct comparisons between the failure points of each design. As displayed in Figure 55
below, the average failure points for both Tornier and Exactech require higher loading than
the DJO average. An ANOVA statistical test was run to compare the loads to failure and
resulted in a non-significant difference with a P value of 0.05 with 95% confidence. The
micromotion at failure was not significantly different between any of the implant designs.
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Figure 55. Plot of the failure points for all specimens and average failure point
for each implant design
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CHAPTER EIGHT:
DISCUSSION
8.1 Comparison of Maximum Micromotion between Implant Designs
The purpose of these comparisons were to examine the behavior of each specimen
and the average behavior for each implant design. Afterwards, three main points of 50,
100, 150 microns of baseplate motion are compared between the implant designs to assist
in visualizing loading and baseplate displacement trends.
The DJO specimens displayed a large amount of variability between each specimen
in regards to the loading experienced by each specimen. Consequently, the average loading
to generate 50, 100, and 150 microns has a very large standard deviation. This is due to
the fact that DJO specimen 1 reached 150 microns of baseplate micromotion with slightly
more than 300 N of applied load. Meanwhile, DJO specimens 2 and 4 required loading
near 600 N in order to achieve 150 microns of baseplate micromotion.
The Exactech specimens also demonstrate a wide range of variability between each
specimen. However, specimens 1, 2, and 5 resulted in very similar loading and resulting
micromotion patterns. Meanwhile, specimens 3 and 4 both reached 100 and 150 microns
of baseplate micromotion with much less load than the remaining specimens.
The Tornier specimens exhibit the least amount of variability, particularly when
observing the 50 micron baseplate micromotion point and loading prior to that point. While
each specimen followed a similar loading and resulting micromotion pattern, the odd
behavior of specimen 1 and the average for all specimens can be explained due to the
process in which the data was processed. As seen in Figure 56 below, a large amount of
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plastic deformation occurred during many of the cyclic displacement tests. While the
amount of baseplate micromotion per cycle continued to increase up to 150 microns, the
maximum amount of micromotion may have been a lower value due to the plastic
deformation of the specimen. For example, Figure 57 displays the micromotion of the
specimen over time during the 400 micron Instron Displacement test. While the average
baseplate micromotion per cycle is approximately 153 microns, the average maximum
micromotion is only 18 microns due to the amount of plastic deformation that occurred
during the test.

Baseplate Micromotion - Tornier 1
250

Micromotion (μm)

200
150
100
50
0
-50
-100
-150
-200
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

Load (N)
Average Max. Micromotion (μm)

Average Min. Micromotion (μm)

Plastic Deformation (μm)

Figure 56. Graph of the maximum and minimum baseplate micromotion and
plastic deformation for Tornier specimen 1
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Baseplate Micromotion - 850 μm Instron
Displacement
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301
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Figure 57. Graph of the baseplate micromotion over time for Tornier specimen 1
during the cyclic displacement test of 850 microns
The three implant designs can be compared directly using Figure 49 with the
average load to achieve 50, 100, and 150 microns is displayed for each of the three designs.
When comparing the load required for each implant to reach 50 microns in baseplate
motion, all of designs are within a very similar loading range, approximately 250 N. The
Exactech design requires slightly more load, about 10 N, in order to reach the 50 microns
of baseplate motion, however, Exactech has a very wide load standard deviation compared
to Tornier and DJO. A very similar trend is displayed when considered the load necessary
to cause 100 microns in baseplate micromotion. Both the Tornier and DJO are very similar
in load value, around 360 N, however, the Exactech design requires about 60 N additional
load, or approximately 430 N.
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In order to achieve 150 microns of baseplate micromotion, DJO requires the least
amount of load, approximately 460 N, and Tornier requires slightly more, about 525 N.
Meanwhile, the Exactech design withstood an average of approximately 585 N before
reaching the 150 micron threshold for baseplate micromotion. Each of the implant designs
displays a large standard deviation with respect to loading, but a very minimal standard
deviation with respect to micromotion.

While none of the presented values are

significantly different, the main trend of the data is the Exactech implant design requires
more load in order to cause micromotion between the baseplate and the bone interface, and
this design continues to demonstrate stiffer behavior as loading and the Instron
displacement is increased.

8.2 Comparison of Implant Loading between Implant Designs
The purpose of this comparison is to observe the load in response to increased
Instron displacements and compare between each implant design, seen in Figure 48. The
standard deviations for load are displayed by the shaded bands.
All 3 of the implant designs display very similar load in response to Instron
displacements from 50 to 600 microns. Each design demonstrates a steady increase in load
as the Instron displacement is increased. After 600 microns in Instron displacement,
Exactech displays the stiffest behavior and exhibits higher loading than both Tornier and
DJO for increased Instron displacements. Similarly, after approximately 700 microns of
Instron displacement, DJO requires more loading than Tornier for increased Instron
displacements. Additionally, Tornier displayed the greatest amount of standard deviation
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in regards to the load, while DJO maintained relatively small standard deviations
particularly above 600 microns of Instron displacement. It is important to note that the
standard deviation bands do not continue along the average loading line due to the limited
number of samples that required that large of Instron displacement to achieve 150 microns
of baseplate motion.
Overall, this graph presents and validates the same trend discussed in the previous
section, that the Exactech design displays a stiffer behavior for increasing Instron
displacements, compared to both the Tornier and DJO designs.

8.3 Comparison of Failure Points between Implant Designs
The main purpose of this comparison is to examine the differences between the
loading at failure and the micromotion that occurred at the failure point between different
implant designs, displayed in Figures 55.
The Exactech specimens displayed the least amount of variation in regards to the
micromotion at failure and each load at failure was within a 600 N range. The average
load to failure for the Exactech design was the largest at approximately 1350 N. Tornier
displayed the next largest average load to failure at approximately 1260 N. The Tornier
specimens additionally have a very narrow standard deviation with respect to load, but has
a very large range for micromotion at failure. In contrast, the DJO specimens resulted in
the lowest average load to failure of approximately 980 N with a moderate range of loading
and micromotion. While these values are not statistically significant at a 95% confidence
level, there is a strong trend that the DJO implants require less load at failure than both the
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Exactech and Tornier designs.

This comparison also supports the trends discussed

previously, that the Exactech implant design has a stiffer behavior and requires higher loads
to achieve micromotion when compared to Tornier and DJO designs.
The wide range of micromotion values for all of the specimens can be attributed to
the different failure modes observed. All of the specimens either experienced failure by
fractures at the anterior and posterior screws or by fracture of the lateral border of the
scapula. Figure 58 displays an image of failure at the anterior and posterior screws and
Figure 59 displays a failure via fracture of the lateral border. A majority of failures at the
anterior and posterior screws were associated with varying levels of inferior screw pull out.
Only two specimens, Tornier specimen 5 and DJO specimen 1, failed by fracture at the
anterior and posterior screws without any sign of inferior screw pull out. All other
specimens failed by fracture of the lateral border. A majority of the fractures continued
through the scapula to the superior side, near the acromion and coracoid process. Two
specimens, DJO 2 and DJO 4, experienced large fractures that either severed the implant
from the scapula or severed the implant, acromion, and coracoid process from the scapula.
Table 3 displays the mode of failure for each of the tested specimens. Overall, while the
mode of failure varied between specimens, each failure was sudden and catastrophic in
nature. The different modes of failure attributed to in the wide range of micromotion at
failure for each of the specimens.
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Figure 58. Image of fracture failure at the anterior and posterior peripheral
screws
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Figure 59. Image of fracture failure at the lateral border of the scapula
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FAILURE
MODE

SPECIMENS

FRACTEURE AT
ANTERIOR/POSTERIOR SCREWS
INFERIOR
SCREW PULL
OUT

NO VISIBLE
PULL OUT

E1, E2, E4, T1, T2,
D3, D5

T5, D1

FRACTURE AT
LATERAL BORDER OF
SCAPULA

E3, T3, T4, D2, D4

Table 3. Mode of failure for each specimen

8.4 Comparison of Design Parameters between Implant Designs
The main trend supported from both the cyclic displacement testing and testing to
failure is the Exactech design displayed a stiffer behavior than the DJO and Tornier designs
in both baseplate micromotion and loading to failure. The Exactech baseplate design has
several distinguishing design features compared to the DJO and Tornier design. First, the
overall shape of the baseplate is oval compared to circular. This supports the work done
by Roche et al. that oval baseplates result in greater fixation strength when compared to
circular. Similarly, the oval shape of the baseplate and the size of the baseplate, 38mm by
25.4 mm, result in a larger contacting surface area for the Exactech when compared to the
DJO and Tornier baseplates. Studies conducted by Stroud et al. (2013) and Kenter et al.
demonstrated that increased baseplate surface area resulted in increased fixation strength
of the baseplate and a decrease in micromotion after cyclic testing. In this study, the
Exactech design required a larger amount of load to achieve 150 microns of baseplate
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micromotion and a larger amount of load in order to fail the device. This conforms to the
trends found in the literature considering the size and shape of the Exactech baseplate.
Finally, the Exactech baseplate design features 6 peripheral screw locations with
30 degrees of screw angle variability while the Tornier and DJO only feature 4 peripheral
screw locations. According to literature, increased screw engagement and purchase into
the best available bone quality are very important factors relating to the fixation strength
of the baseplate (Chebli et al., 2008; Stroud et al., 2013). The Exactech baseplate allows
the surgeon the most screw location options and allows for the screw angle to be adjusted
permitting the surgeon to achieve ideal screw purchase within the available bone and most
ideal bone quality within the glenoid.

Literature has demonstrated that the placement of

the inferior screw is the most important, compared to the superior, anterior, and posterior
screws, due the majority of loading from the humeral component in the inferior to superior
direction (Chebli et al., 2008). The results of this study, with regards to the increased
fixation strength of the Exactech baseplate for cyclic displacement testing and for failure
testing, may be attributed to the additional screw placement options provided by the design
allowing for ideal bone purchase.
The DJO and Tornier baseplate designs differ in two main aspects; the Tornier
baseplate utilizes a central peg instead of a bone screw, and it has 4 peripheral screw
locations with 30 degrees of screw angle variability. The increased load to failure for the
Tornier specimens may be attributed to the ability of the surgeon to adjust the angle of
screw implantation, allowing for more ideal screw location and bone purchase. This feature
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is particularly ideal for clinical situations where patients may have limited healthy bone or
where the placement of the baseplate may not be in the most ideal location.

8.5 Study Limitations
There are several limitations that are associated with this study. First, the baseplate
micromotion data is reliant on the positioning and accuracy of the LVDT. While the LVDT
was calibrated prior to testing, due to surrounding electrical equipment and interference
there is a small level noise in the output data from the LVDT. While every precaution was
taken to minimalize the amount of noise experienced by the LVDT, such as shielding the
wires of the LVDT and limiting motion of the device, the background noise could not be
fully eliminated but was reduced to approximately 1 to 2 microns.
The testing setup used for this study was intended to simulate the worst case
scenario for loading onto the implant, a direct shear force on to the baseplate. It is possible
for loading to be applied in this manner to the shoulder, however, a majority of loading on
the shoulder and the baseplate, will not occur at this extreme of position. The setup also
utilized a threaded rod to transfer the shear force onto the implant. This is not anatomically
correct since the humeral component was not utilized for testing. However, the purpose of
the setup was to create the most extreme case of loading, which the threaded rod
accomplished.
One of the main limitations of this study, is the RTSA implants were tested on
osteopenic Sawbones.

While these achieve similar material properties to bone, the

baseplates of RTSA systems are designed to allow and promote bone ingrowth to stabilize
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the implant which is not possible to simulate without live tissue. A design feature intended
to promote osseointegration and increase fixation, may have hindered a baseplate’s
performance during testing. A specific example is the rough hydroxyapatite coating on the
backside of the DJO baseplates. While this typically increases and supports bone ingrowth
into the implant, in this case, it could be an added source of friction and wear additional
material away, generating excessive micromotion. Additionally, the Exactech baseplate
features a bone cage on the contacting side that is designed to allow for the placement of a
bone graft on the inside of the cage.

This serves to increase bone growth and

osseointegration, however, the application of the bone cage could not be properly
compared without the use of live bone tissue.
An additional limitation related to the study is the measurement of micromotion
during baseplate failure. While micromotion was recorded by the LVDT continuously
during the applied load, if the scapula fractured severely enough to affect the mounting of
the LVDT onto the scapula, then a possible source for error arises. In order to properly
measure the micromotion of the baseplate, the LVDT must move with the rest of the
scapula, but certain fracture patterns could cause a disruption and a potential error source.
Caution was taken to attempt to prevent this error source from affecting the collected data.
Finally, while each implant was implanted by a single surgeon, there is still
potential for human error within the implantation process, particularly since each implant
design has its own specific implantation protocol. Additionally, the specimens were all
used in a previous study and 3 of the specimens had to be re-implanted into new Sawbones.
This provides room for human error with the re-implantation procedure and these
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specimens were not subjected to the previous cycles of loading the original samples were
exposed to.

However, a minimal amount of micromotion was observed during the

preliminary testing and the re-implanted specimens did not behave differently than the
original specimens during testing.

8.6 Future Research
Moving forward from the current study, future research can be conducted on the
fatigue and ultimate failure of these devices in a more clinically relevant loading manner.
While the preliminary study examined fatigue, the testing was limited to 1,000 cycles of
testing. Future studies could potentially exhaust these devices with longer cyclic testing
and increased compressive load onto the specimen to generate 150 microns of baseplate
micromotion and to determine the point of baseplate failure. By testing these implants in
a more anatomically correct and physiologically accurate manner, the more clinically
relevant the results will be.

Additionally, with extended fatigue testing, a better

understanding of the mode of failure for the baseplate can be observed. Similarly, future
work could potentially be done on cadavers instead of Sawbones material. While this may
produce additional variability between specimens, the effect of poor bone quality can also
be observed and taken into account during the study.
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CHAPTER NINE
CONCLUSION
Based on the collected data and results from this study, there is evidence
demonstrating a trend that the Exactech Equinoxe reverse shoulder system can withstand
higher loads before reaching micromotion thresholds or limits and prior to failure when
compared to the DJO RSP and Tornier’s Aequalis RTSA systems. While the data was not
statistically significant, the generated data comparing implant loading between each of the
three designs displays a trend that the Exactech design behaves in a stiffer manner
compared to the Tornier and DJO specimens. Similarly, the same trend was demonstrated
on the graphs comparing load to experienced micromotion. For each 50, 100, and 150
microns of baseplate micromotion, the Exactech specimens required a higher average load
to reach the micromotion threshold. The tests to failure also revealed the same trend. The
Exactech average load to failure was approximately 400 N and 100 N more than the DJO
and Tornier specimens respectively.
These trends can be attributed to several optimal design features of the Exactech
baseplate, such as the shape, size, and contacting surface area of the baseplate.
Additionally, the Exactech baseplate has 6 screw location options, each with a 30 degree
angle variability. This feature allows the surgeon to adjust the screw placement in order to
achieve the most ideal bone quality and purchase into the bone as possible. Optimal screw
placement, particularly the inferior screw, has been shown to be a main determining factor
on fixation strength of a baseplate, and the Exactech baseplate provides surgeons a number
of screw placement and angle options in order to produce ideal fixation into the glenoid
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cavity. While this study discusses several main baseplate design parameters, there are
numerous design features and choices that can similarly affect the fixation strength and
capabilities of a glenoid baseplate. There are many other features and attributes of the
glenoid baseplate and the overall RTSA system that can be studied and improved upon in
order to produce an optimal reverse system with increased glenoid baseplate fixation.
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Appendix A
Graphical and Calculated Data from the Previous Study

Figure A-1: Micromotion graph for DJO specimen 1 after 1000 cycles of fatigue
testing
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Figure A-2: Micromotion graph for DJO specimen 2 after 1000 cycles of fatigue
testing

Figure A-3: Micromotion graph for DJO specimen 3 after 1000 cycles of fatigue
testing
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DJO 1

DJO 2

DJO 3

AVG

Average Difference (μm)
in cycles 2-11

66.36

12.33

26.82

35.17

Average Difference (μm)
in cycles 991-1000

60.78

9.00

24.98

31.59

Comparison (μm)

5.58

3.34

1.84

3.59

Table A-1: Micromotion data for DJO specimens after 1000 cycles of fatigue testing

Figure A-4: Micromotion graph for Exactech specimen 2 after 1000 cycles of fatigue
testing
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Figure A-5: Micromotion graph for Exactech specimen 3 after 1000 cycles of fatigue
testing
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Figure A-6: Micromotion graph for Exactech specimen 4 after 1000 cycles of fatigue
testing

E1*

E2

E3

E4

E5

AVG

Average Difference
(μm) in cycles 2-11

--

15.88

9.93

17.15

9.05

13.00

Average Difference
(μm) in cycles 9911000

--

14.47

9.11

17.82

9.27

12.67

Comparison (μm)

--

1.41

0.82

0.67

0.22

0.33

Table A-2: Micromotion data for Exactech specimens after 1000 cycles of fatigue
testing
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Figure A-7: Micromotion graph for Tornier specimen 1 after 1000 cycles of fatigue
testing
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Figure A-8: Micromotion graph for Tornier specimen 2 after 1000 cycles of fatigue
testing
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Figure A-9: Micromotion graph for Tornier specimen 3 after 1000 cycles of fatigue
testing

T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

AVG

Average Difference
(μm) in cycles 2-11

10.10

16.38

43.92

26.29

7.91

20.92

Average Difference
(μm) in cycles 9911000

13.58

17.64

42.42

27.91

9.85

22.28

Comparison (μm)

3.48

1.26

1.5

1.62

1.94

1.36

Table A-3: Micromotion data for Tornier specimens after 1000 cycles of fatigue
testing
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Appendix B
Analyzed Data and Generated Graphs from DJO Specimens during Cyclic Displacement
Testing

DJO 1

80.088

Baseplate
Micromotion
(μm)
13.464

Avg. Max
Micromotion
(μm)
17.134

Avg. Min
Micromotion
(μm)
3.670

100

121.065

31.878

32.898

1.020

0.654

150

203.602

62.606

70.549

7.943

5.869

200

238.881

92.184

89.866

-2.318

3.774

250

273.014

118.096

119.458

1.362

0.374

300

334.291

163.070

174.045

10.975

8.591

Instron Displacement
(μm)

Load
(N)

50

Plastic
Deformation (μm)

Table B-1: Processed and analyzed data for cyclic displacement testing of DJO
specimen 1
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4.071

Figure B-1: Plot of Instron displacement versus load for DJO specimen 1

Figure B-2: Plot of load versus micromotion for DJO specimen 1 displaying the
resulting average maximum and minimum micromotion and plastic deformation
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DJO 2

34.522

Baseplate
Micromotion
(μm)
--

Avg. Max
Micromotion
(μm)
--

Avg. Min
Micromotion
(μm)
--

Plastic
Deformation
(μm)
--

100

82.513

6.477

6.799

0.322

1.029

150

111.806

9.135

6.261

-2.874

4.523

200

159.967

16.254

18.234

1.980

3.124

250

187.881

21.272

22.496

1.224

2.032

300

216.779

25.932

25.405

-0.527

0.400

350

246.688

32.567

35.719

3.151

3.952

400

265.362

37.253

38.546

1.293

0.578

450

326.255

42.867

51.851

8.984

7.945

500

349.600

49.952

49.478

-0.474

2.561

550

369.033

58.162

58.759

0.596

0.698

600

383.974

65.461

68.666

3.205

1.781

650

422.9022

76.762

83.997

7.236

6.487

700

439.1057

82.564

86.714

4.149

2.608

750

456.478

96.987

70.791

-26.197

40.637

800

486.7107

110.778

115.900

5.122

0.912

850

501.0403

123.578

121.284

-2.294

7.164

900

516.053

131.279

130.670

-0.609

8.208

950

524.2647

141.399

139.923

-1.476

6.633

1000

527.5738

147.707

149.460

1.753

2.542

1050

556.8623

166.099

170.452

4.353

0.475

Instron
Displacement (μm)

Load
(N)

50

Table B-2: Processed and analyzed data for cyclic displacement testing of DJO
specimen 2
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Figure B-3: Plot of Instron displacement versus load for DJO specimen 2

Figure B-4: Plot of load versus micromotion for DJO specimen 2 displaying the
resulting average maximum and minimum micromotion and plastic deformation
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DJO 3
Instron
Displacement
(μm)
50

63.358

Baseplate
Micromotion
(μm)
10.511

Avg. Max
Micromotion
(μm)
9.568

Avg. Min
Micromotion
(μm)
-0.943

Plastic
Deformation
(μm)
0.880

100

99.245

19.483

19.508

0.025

0.439

150

132.755

29.167

29.169

0.002

0.699

200

164.788

40.462

40.995

0.533

0.247

250

191.635

51.623

51.464

-0.158

1.837

300

250.577

67.078

68.929

1.851

0.393

350

279.866

78.773

79.232

0.459

1.724

400

307.187

91.461

92.262

0.801

1.005

450

336.022

107.895

107.546

-0.349

2.133

500

379.021

123.811

121.753

-2.058

4.121

550

402.371

136.263

137.459

1.196

1.164

600

439.240

153.389

152.272

-1.117

3.140

Load
(N)

Table B-3: Processed and analyzed data for cyclic displacement testing of DJO
specimen 3
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Figure B-5: Plot of Instron displacement versus load for DJO specimen 3

Figure B-6: Plot of load versus micromotion for DJO specimen 3 displaying the
resulting average maximum and minimum micromotion and plastic deformation
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DJO 4
Instron
Displacement
(μm)

Load
(N)

Baseplate
Micromotion
(μm)

Average Max.
Micromotion
(μm)

Average Min.
Micromotion
(μm)

Plastic
Deformation (μm)

50

43.110

7.828

9.848

2.021

2.731

100

107.168

15.278

18.387

3.109

3.043

150

135.960

23.477

23.437

-0.040

0.810

200

163.026

32.182

32.961

0.779

0.119

250

206.609

40.310

40.178

-0.132

0.359

300

220.813

47.902

46.669

-1.233

0.786

350

255.972

56.300

55.888

-0.412

0.102

400

273.212

64.971

64.624

-0.348

0.099

450

292.292

70.535

67.118

-3.417

3.460

500

301.635

73.311

71.430

-1.881

1.549

550

321.404

79.133

80.777

1.644

3.544

600

372.506

93.171

89.605

-3.566

3.119

650

411.505

103.068

103.063

-0.006

0.279

700

448.511

113.874

115.206

1.331

0.947

750

478.868

123.434

125.098

1.663

1.265

800

511.493

133.416

136.080

2.663

2.152

850

538.312

141.539

143.859

2.319

0.106

900

567.968

150.987

153.678

2.691

1.141

950

584.365

154.089

155.982

1.893

0.529

Table B-4: Processed and analyzed data for cyclic displacement testing of DJO
specimen 4
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Figure B-7: Plot of Instron displacement versus load for DJO specimen 4

Figure B-8: Plot of load versus micromotion for DJO specimen 4 displaying the
resulting average maximum and minimum micromotion and plastic deformation
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DJO 5
Instron
Displacement
(μm)
50

59.287

Baseplate
Micromotion
(μm)
19.441

Average Max.
Micromotion
(μm)
10.924

Average Min.
Micromotion
(μm)
-8.516

Plastic
Deformation
(μm)
10.224

100

108.548

39.551

37.764

-1.787

3.829

150

201.203

61.973

58.355

-3.618

5.064

200

243.881

82.722

79.778

-2.944

3.982

250

284.973

102.419

99.969

-2.450

3.639

300

321.465

119.640

120.496

0.856

3.042

350

386.812

144.816

143.485

-1.331

5.285

400

415.323

166.321

166.263

-0.058

2.239

Load
(N)

Table B-5: Processed and analyzed data for cyclic displacement testing of DJO
specimen 5

Figure B-9: Plot of Instron displacement versus load for DJO specimen 5
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Figure B-10: Plot of load versus micromotion for DJO specimen 5 displaying the
resulting average maximum and minimum micromotion and plastic deformation
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Appendix C
Analyzed Data and Generated Graphs from Exactech Specimens during Cyclic
Displacement Testing

Exactech 1
Instron
Displacement
(μm)
50

97.415

Baseplate
Micromotion
(μm)
11.830

Avg. Max
Micromotion
(μm)
9.494

Avg. Min
Micromotion
(μm)
-2.336

Plastic
Deformation
(μm)
2.101

100

148.683

26.796

19.947

-6.849

8.470

150

195.974

40.175

36.977

-3.198

3.247

200

293.511

51.496

43.201

-8.295

8.636

250

336.570

63.807

62.161

-1.646

2.874

300

374.802

75.752

78.209

2.457

1.027

350

447.405

96.189

94.437

-1.751

4.725

400

484.939

111.380

117.527

6.148

2.241

450

546.404

119.165

126.835

7.670

5.507

500

599.274

123.181

130.230

7.049

4.955

550

628.109

127.490

135.242

7.752

4.709

600

655.742

140.707

144.404

3.697

1.274

650

719.842

157.425

160.824

3.399

1.964

Load
(N)

Table C-1: Processed and analyzed data for cyclic displacement testing of Exactech specimen 1
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Figure C-1: Plot of Instron displacement versus load for Exactech specimen 1

Figure C-2: Plot of load versus micromotion for Exactech specimen 1 displaying the
resulting average maximum and minimum micromotion and plastic deformation
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Exactech 2
Instron
Displacement
(μm)
50

66.168

Baseplate
Micromotion
(μm)
12.263

Avg. Max
Micromotion
(μm)
12.787

Avg. Min
Micromotion
(μm)
0.524

Plastic
Deformation
(μm)
0.189

100

95.525

5.316

5.028

-0.287

0.641

150

164.443

8.778

15.399

6.621

7.383

200

193.475

12.159

14.841

2.682

3.639

250

219.478

16.308

18.435

2.127

2.154

300

276.371

22.262

32.286

10.024

10.375

350

310.681

28.137

31.573

3.436

4.000

400

327.777

31.431

29.781

-1.650

1.756

450

338.775

32.894

30.531

-2.363

1.767

500

357.563

35.636

33.171

-2.465

1.424

550

390.492

40.316

42.650

2.334

2.651

600

436.549

49.828

49.354

-0.474

0.461

650

497.447

85.793

85.714

-0.079

0.562

700

572.321

129.518

131.039

1.521

2.638

750

631.315

159.129

159.895

0.766

0.451

Load
(N)

Table C-2: Processed and analyzed data for cyclic displacement testing of Exactech specimen 2
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Figure C-3: Plot of Instron displacement versus load for Exactech specimen 2

Figure C-4: Plot of load versus micromotion for Exactech specimen 2 displaying the
resulting average maximum and minimum micromotion and plastic deformation
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Exactech 3
Instron
Displacement
(μm)

Load
(N)

Baseplate
Micromotion
(μm)

Avg. Max
Micromotion
(μm)

Avg. Min
Micromotion
(μm)

Plastic
Deformation
(μm)

50

66.168

--

--

--

--

100

102.333

27.001

27.474

0.473

1.074

150

173.538

45.480

46.555

1.075

0.638

200

195.988

60.151

59.396

-0.754

2.351

250

231.633

74.534

74.534

-4.855

4.583

300

266.892

99.674

92.556

-7.118

7.200

350

277.367

109.135

111.091

1.956

5.119

400

264.008

110.061

120.076

10.015

13.203

450

257.954

110.598

131.911

21.313

26.642

500

262.724

111.751

140.213

28.462

33.113

550

291.638

117.536

151.985

34.449

32.961

600

391.324

157.492

169.571

12.079

4.607

Table C-3: Processed and analyzed data for cyclic displacement testing of Exactech specimen 3
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Figure C-5: Plot of Instron displacement versus load for Exactech specimen 3

Figure C-6: Plot of load versus micromotion for Exactech specimen 3 displaying the
resulting average maximum and minimum micromotion and plastic deformation
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Exactech 4
Instron
Displacement
(μm)
50

--

Baseplate
Micromotion
(μm)
--

Avg. Max
Micromotion
(μm)
--

Avg. Min
Micromotion
(μm)
--

Plastic
Deformation
(μm)
--

100

--

--

--

--

--

150

50.645

7.265

5.142

-2.123

0.617

200

97.410

9.830

6.405

-3.426

1.747

250

141.966

17.984

14.564

-3.420

3.224

300

188.497

42.170

44.942

2.772

2.424

350

236.224

66.248

71.665

5.417

3.409

400

289.241

90.327

101.643

11.316

3.166

450

353.088

105.746

119.270

13.524

9.022

500

378.487

127.248

131.292

4.044

0.193

550

436.110

151.744

165.366

13.623

9.961

600

458.197

174.222

181.763

7.541

1.691

Load
(N)

Table C-4: Processed and analyzed data for cyclic displacement testing of Exactech specimen 4
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Figure C-7: Plot of Instron displacement versus load for Exactech specimen 4

Figure C-8: Plot of load versus micromotion for Exactech specimen 4 displaying the
resulting average maximum and minimum micromotion and plastic deformation
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Exactech 5
Instron
Displacement
(μm)
50

25.836

Baseplate
Micromotion
(μm)
6.998

Avg. Max
Micromotion
(μm)
-20.095

Avg. Min
Micromotion
(μm)
-27.093

Plastic
Deformation
(μm)
35.363

100

57.996

14.820

4.620

-10.200

10.934

150

91.530

22.622

17.640

-4.982

7.134

200

125.556

31.766

26.199

-5.567

6.579

250

161.394

39.630

34.433

-5.197

7.550

300

221.585

50.098

39.717

-10.381

14.104

350

243.320

54.264

55.898

1.635

0.905

400

268.818

59.990

61.879

1.889

1.440

450

316.684

67.387

71.871

4.484

3.839

500

342.451

66.667

68.711

2.043

0.873

550

402.607

76.948

81.536

4.588

3.739

600

424.829

74.169

74.913

0.745

0.085

650

497.751

89.152

96.364

7.212

5.987

700

514.976

89.672

95.321

5.649

4.900

750

570.641

102.990

111.014

8.024

5.586

800

624.570

118.363

126.577

8.213

2.600

850

634.983

123.693

120.497

-3.196

7.872

900

680.451

135.205

137.723

2.517

5.963

950

712.184

143.120

148.034

4.914

10.780

1000

749.199

153.439

160.000

6.561

6.613

1050

754.049

152.427

152.364

-0.063

13.704

1100

799.537

163.438

176.515

13.076

0.386

Load
(N)

Table C-5: Processed and analyzed data for cyclic displacement testing of Exactech specimen 5
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Figure C-9: Plot of Instron displacement versus load for Exactech specimen 5

Figure C-10: Plot of load versus micromotion for Exactech specimen 5 displaying the
resulting average maximum and minimum micromotion and plastic deformation
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Appendix D
Analyzed Data and Generated Graphs from Tornier Specimens during Cyclic
Displacement Testing
Tornier 1
Instron
Displacement
(μm)
50

34.206

Baseplate
Micromotion
(μm)
7.574

Average Max.
Micromotion
(μm)
-10.850

Average Min.
Micromotion
(μm)
-18.425

Plastic
Deformation
(μm)
20.449

100

78.388

16.760

7.469

-9.291

12.696

150

102.890

24.650

18.451

-6.199

9.120

200

128.154

30.568

20.459

-10.109

12.950

250

152.276

38.356

28.078

-10.277

14.011

300

203.569

44.887

25.563

-19.323

30.866

350

227.068

53.479

37.899

-15.581

24.792

400

249.159

58.435

40.842

-17.593

32.968

450

270.642

64.223

21.018

-43.205

73.900

500

305.589

74.664

-2.552

-77.216

105.091

550

320.412

83.746

63.447

-20.299

37.146

600

315.761

86.294

54.144

-32.150

49.492

650

290.7516

88.693

59.697

-28.996

42.658

700

285.7216

103.943

90.088

-13.855

19.604

750

306.3953

116.212

99.539

-16.672

31.281

800

356.4714

136.550

69.013

-67.536

111.700

850

398.0288

153.276

18.112

-135.164

192.134

900

446.531

161.084

110.443

-50.642

76.201

Load
(N)

Table D-1: Processed and analyzed data for cyclic displacement testing of Tornier specimen 1
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Figure D-1: Plot of Instron displacement versus load for Tornier specimen 1

Figure D-2: Plot of load versus micromotion for Tornier specimen 1 displaying the
resulting average maximum and minimum micromotion and plastic deformation
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Tornier 2
Instron
Load
Displacement
(N)
(μm)
50
102.606

Baseplate
Micromotion
(μm)
18.690

Avg. Max
Micromotion
(μm)
16.027

Avg. Min
Micromotion
(μm)
-2.663

Plastic
Deformation
(μm)
4.351

100

174.092

38.713

36.108

-2.604

4.758

150

253.684

61.979

60.896

-1.083

1.643

200

308.636

85.647

86.293

0.646

0.798

250

368.898

109.895

111.438

1.544

2.549

300

443.829

142.307

142.061

-0.246

5.043

350

499.036

170.670

162.686

-7.983

12.965

Table D-2: Processed and analyzed data for cyclic displacement testing of Tornier specimen 2

Figure D-3: Plot of Instron displacement versus load for Tornier specimen 2
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Figure D-4: Plot of load versus micromotion for Tornier specimen 2 displaying the
resulting average maximum and minimum micromotion and plastic deformation
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Tornier 3
Instron
Displacement
(μm)
50

80.265

Baseplate
Micromotion
(μm)
7.968

Avg. Max
Micromotion
(μm)
7.948

Avg. Min
Micromotion
(μm)
-0.020

Plastic
Deformation
(μm)
0.120

100

127.530

17.466

17.004

-0.462

1.399

150

213.177

29.268

28.311

-0.958

2.088

200

255.819

40.659

37.812

-2.847

3.632

250

318.781

52.649

47.702

-4.948

6.350

300

351.206

64.550

61.940

-2.610

4.038

350

395.518

76.481

71.315

-5.166

5.839

400

446.479

91.120

82.079

-9.042

10.180

450

480.732

101.339

97.393

-3.945

5.923

500

511.576

110.663

109.919

-0.743

1.180

550

566.660

126.422

125.793

-0.628

1.699

600

613.882

140.471

137.493

-2.977

4.612

650

629.4032

147.727

147.076

-0.652

1.165

700

641.2498

152.883

149.651

-3.232

3.694

Load
(N)

Table D-3: Processed and analyzed data for cyclic displacement testing of Tornier specimen 3
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Figure D-5: Plot of Instron displacement versus load for Tornier specimen 3

Figure D-6: Plot of load versus micromotion for Tornier specimen 3 displaying the
resulting average maximum and minimum micromotion and plastic deformation
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Tornier 4
Instron
Displacement
(μm)
50

92.290

Baseplate
Micromotion
(μm)
16.510

Avg. Max
Micromotion
(μm)
-8.139

Avg. Min
Micromotion
(μm)
-24.649

Plastic
Deformation
(μm)
31.426

100

144.981

32.016

25.307

-6.709

10.645

150

194.136

49.460

43.833

-5.627

8.820

200

243.940

64.921

58.278

-6.643

10.569

250

296.387

84.826

79.994

-4.832

12.190

300

352.271

102.371

91.167

-11.204

20.371

350

388.931

114.777

102.339

-12.439

19.697

400

415.662

124.953

113.618

-11.335

18.992

450

455.811

133.422

116.212

-17.210

26.325

500

532.283

180.517

180.517

-81.182

94.002

Load
(N)

Table D-4: Processed and analyzed data for cyclic displacement testing of Tornier specimen 4

Figure D-7: Plot of Instron displacement versus load for Tornier specimen 4
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Figure D-8: Plot of load versus micromotion for Tornier specimen 4 displaying the
resulting average maximum and minimum micromotion and plastic deformation
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Tornier 5
Instron
Displacement
(μm)
50

54.037

Baseplate
Micromotion
(μm)
13.984

Avg. Max
Micromotion
(μm)
9.546

Avg. Min
Micromotion
(μm)
-4.439

Plastic
Deformation
(μm)
4.922

100

116.599

16.912

1.636

-15.277

16.873

150

202.286

32.941

37.690

4.748

1.373

200

221.329

50.821

50.532

-0.290

2.493

250

263.129

57.774

59.964

2.190

6.763

300

298.420

66.884

66.398

-0.486

13.496

350

307.945

64.873

58.047

-6.826

21.295

400

290.410

56.309

51.807

-4.502

20.863

450

310.679

58.543

41.716

-16.827

34.564

500

336.816

61.833

37.453

-24.379

43.529

550

388.081

135.352

141.506

6.155

12.373

600

431.910

122.416

124.817

2.401

25.183

650

472.2785

129.181

97.801

-31.379

73.841

700

504.4527

145.722

250.971

105.249

90.141

750

548.2048

146.881

165.532

18.652

70.510

Load
(N)

Table D-5: Processed and analyzed data for cyclic displacement testing of Tornier specimen 5
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Figure D-9: Plot of Instron displacement versus load for Tornier specimen 5

Figure D-10: Plot of load versus micromotion for Tornier specimen 5 displaying the
resulting average maximum and minimum micromotion and plastic deformation
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Appendix E
Results of Failure Testing from All Implant Design Specimens
Exactech Test to Failure
Specimen

Max. Baseplate Micromotion (um)

Max Baseplate Load (N)

1

2993.179529

1060.983259

2

3305.419259

1305.241231

3

1774.834983

1618.722826

4

2408.204109

1442.611124

5

--

--

Tornier Test to Failure
Specimen

Max. Baseplate Micromotion (um)

Max Baseplate Load (N)

1

772.5975811

1090.621203

2

4799.239024

1217.594463

3

1174.107515

1339.651644

4

3186.600675

1246.686932

5

4556.001041

1400.539186

DJO Test to Failure
Specimen

Max. Baseplate Micromotion (um)

Max Baseplate Load (N)

1

3759.593289

958.9614347

2

3562.108524

658.472022

3

2099.385037

839.9873041

4

1038.543503

1079.46163

5

1114.994226

1355.722826

Table E-1: Processed and analyzed data for failure testing for all specimens
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